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CHAPTER I

BUFFALO HUNTERS TO COWBOYS, 1870-1880

Introduction

From the time the first settlers arrived in any region

to the present time, numerous changes in their economic life

occurred. In the thirty-eight counties of the Texas Pan-

handle and upper plains, these changes have occurred in

rapid order; for in only the past seventy-five years (1875-

1950), this region has progressed from one of buffalo hunt-

ers to businessmen, through intervening stages of cowboys,

"nesters,u farmers, and "dust eaters." The purpose of this

study is to evaluate each step, thereby enabling the reader

to gain a general knowledge as to what the economic situa-

tion in the Panhandle is based upon today,

The area to be studied is composed of the seven north-

ern tiers of counties in the Panhandle and upper plains of

Texas. These seven tiers contain thirty-eight counties with

an approximate area of 23,491,840 acres. All the counties

are located in the plains regions. The western part of the

Panhandle is located on the Great Plains, or High Plains,

while about a third of the area is situated in the North

Central Plains. This region is shown on the following map,

Figure 1.
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The area boundary starts in the northwest corner of the

Panhandle, following the state line south along the 103rd

meridian until that line intersects with 30 20' north lati-

tude, then extending east approximately to the 100th merid-

ian. From this southeast corner the boundary turns north to

the Red River, where it coincides with the Texas-Oklahoma

state line. From that point the boundary of the area coin-

cides with that of Texas along the 100th meridian to 360 30'

north latitude and thence along the state line west to the

intersection of the 103rd meridian.

The physiography of that portion of the Great Plains

found in the Panhandle is described by the frgAlmna,

The surface is a level to slightly undulating plain,
broken only by the headwater channels of the Canadian,
Red, Brazos and Colorado, which out through the plains
in varying degree from deep canyons, as at Palo Duro,
to wide draws, as in the upper course of the Colorado.
The native veg-station consists of grasses, excepting
some areas of skin oak in the southwestern portion and
mesquite on the lower southern levels.

The soils vary from loams to sandy loams and sands.
The Amarillo sandy loams and Pullman-Richfield group
predominate, In the southern extension the soil becomes
coarser and sandier and less productive. The rainfall
varies from 17 inches in the extreme southwestern por-
tion to 20 inches along its eastern border. Though this
rainfall would usually place the region in the semiarid
classification, the fortunate distribution of the preci-
pitation throughout the year and the character of soils
and terrain combine to make t sufficient to sustain a
great crop-growing industry.

That portion of the North Central Plains situated in the

Panhandle lies to the east and south of the Great Plains.

1"Texas Physiography, " t . Almanac, ] s.Q, p. 160,
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The physiography of the Panhandle section of the North

Central Plains is also described by the S gmanac, jt19 :

The surface is one of undulating plains. It hadrelatively little timber in its original state but mes-
quite has covered most of it during the last fifty years.It is traversed by the main channels and tributaries ofthe Colorado, Brazos, Trinity and Red Rivers. The rain-fall varies from about 20 to 30 inches and the climate
varies from mild to middle temperate. The elevation
ranges approximately from 1,000 to 3,000 feet. Thebreaks below the Cap Rock escarpment approach the moun-tainous and there are isolated eminences where an extrathickness of cap rock has shielded areas from erosion,forming ranges of low, flat-topped mountains. . . . Avariety of soils is found, A large body of red soilsin the upper central portion gives it the name of Red-lands of Northwest Texas. S ndy and sandy loan soilsprevail along the Red River.days

In view of the fact that oil and gas reserves have been
found in the Panhandle, the geology of the area is important

also.

The major structural feature of this district is thelarge anticlinal fold extending in a northwest-southeast
direction from eastern Collingsworth County to the NewMexico state line on the western edge of Hartley and Old-ham Counties. Surface evidences of this feature--the
Anarillo fold, which is essentially a buried granite
ridge--are to be found in the lesser anticlines, such asthe John Ray, 6666, Alamosa, Indian Mound, Trigg Ranchand Bravo domes located in Moore, Potter, Carson, Hutci-inson, and Oldham Counties, and also in the dips of thesurface formations as mapped on the 4libates dolomite ofPermian age and on other hard strata.0

Because of the scarcity of water and landmarks, the can-

yons and rivers in the Panhandle are of special importance.

The Indians of the area, chiefly Comanche, made their camps

2  
oi, p. 159.

C. A. Warner, .T g nl d Q . inc . j|L4, p. 258.
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along headwaters of the rivers found there. Later, the

cattlemen ranched near the rivers. Along the Canadian River

in the north, and the Red River and its tributaries in the

south, the first white settlements were established.

The canyons offered a natural protection from the wind-

swept prairies for both man and beast. The buffalo, winter-

ing in the region, found these canyons the best protection

from the wind. The Indians sought the canyons for a two-fold

purpose, protection from the weather, and to secure baffalo.

The growing season in the Panhandle ranges from about

212 days at Childress in the southern part to 180 days at

Dalhart in the northern part. The average temperature of the

area is 540 Fahrenheit, at the approximate center, Amarillo.

The highest temperature on record at Amarillo was 1070, Au-

gust 3, 1943. The lowest on record was -16, February 2, 1899.

When the buffalo hunters, and later the cattlemen, ar-

rived in the Panhandle they found in addition to buffalo an

abundance of other wild game.

Deer were simply easy to find; for they were ever
present. The same with antelope, bear, panther, moun-
tain lion or co4gar, raccoon, swift coyotes and wolves-
they were here.%

In his fruitless search for a fabulous city of gold,

Coronado in 1540 traveled across the Texas Panhandle, but

was not favorably impressed with it. As a result the Spanish

4 John R. Cook, heA the Buffalp, p. 115.
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made no attempts to Christianize the Indians found there, or

to develop the region in any manner, Three hundred years

later Panhandle ranchers found gold where the Spanish had

not--in the "sea of grass."

Buffalo Finale

The development of the Texas Panhandle coincided with

that of the states to the north of the area. Rail transpor-

tation reached Kansas first--thus establishing a market for

Panhandle products. Cattle were the first products, followed

by wheat. The economic situation in the Panhandle area is

more closely tied to Enid, Oklahoma City, Kansas City, and

Chicago, than to any major city farther south in Texas.

Immediately following the Civil War, Texas turned to

cattle to help overcome its great financial distress., Cattle

required large areas of grassland. There was no better place

for cattlemen to get this needed land than the wide-open

plains of West Texas and the Panhandle, which for several

centuries white men had called a "desert." But there was an

obstacle in the way--Indians. By 1868, the Indians were sup-

posedly located on reservations in Oklahoma, but quite often

they strayed off these reservations.

These Indians always headed for any place buffaloes

could be found. Because buffaloes were abundant in the Texas

Panhandle, it was one of the Indians' hunting grounds, The

cattlemen realized that it would be useless to try to ranch
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in a region infested with uncivilized Indians, whom the

government could not keep on reservations, Therefore, the

cattle empire had to wait a few years. In the meantime,

the Indian problem was solved by the removal of the buf..

faloes.

Buffalo hides were discovered to be useful about 1870.

Within a year after this discovery, thousands of hunters

were pouring into Kansas and the surrounding plains country.

When Kansas became overcrowded with hunters, the buffaloes

became scarce, and many hunters went elsewhere for the hunt.

One party of hunters led others to the Texas Panhandle.

The first group came in the winter of 1873.

In the winter of 1873, Wright Moo r, with ten men
and four teams crossed the Arkansas LRiveCO and headed
southward. He crossed the Cimarron River and went on
into Texas, finding "fairly successful" hunting along
the Canadian River and Palo Duro Creek. Scouting for
larger herds, he found them along the Canadian to the
west. Mooar and John Webb roge for five days without
once losing sight of buffalo.

The winter was the best season of the year to hunt buf-

falo in the Texas Panhandle. The buffalo was a migratory

animal, going north in the spring with the "greening grasses,"

and south in the winter to escape the cold weather, The can-

yons in the Panhandle area were the wintering grounds for

large numbers of these animals.

Two years after the coming of the first hunters, buffalo

hunting had become a business, Hundreds of hunters were in

5 Vance Johnson, Heavep's Tablellnd, p. 24.
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the country with their outfits. A typical outfit consisted

of three men--one killer and two skinners, Their equipment

included a wagon pulled by mules or oxen, one or more Sharp's

rifles (44's or Big 50's), ammunition, butcher knives and

whetrocks, There was also a saddle horse or two, but these

were usually used for scouting, not for the chase. Buffalo

hunting was not a sport, but a business, and the easiest way

to kill buffaloes was to "make a sneak" and shoot, Within a
few hours, a good hunter could kill enough buffaloes to keep
his skinners busy for a day. A good day's work for a skinner

was from twenty to forty hides for which he received around

25 per hide. Each hide brought the hunter anywhere from

$1.50 to $5.00, depending upon its size, care taken in hand-

ling it, and point from which shipped to market.

When his wagons were full of hides, a hunter went back
to his headquarters where the freighters took over. The

freighting of the hides had become a business itself. A

typical freight outfit is described in ice-4

.Tew:g

A typical freight outfit was made up of two wagonspulled by six yoke of oxen; in the lead wagon, the
freighter carried 200 hides, in the trail wagon about150. When he reached a place where the going was bad,he uncoupled the wagons, pulled one through, then cameback for the other. At one end of his journey was thebuffalo country, at the other a railroad.6

Beginning in 1873 with Wright Mooar and his party, the
next five years proved disastrous for the buffaloes. They

p4'3
9Humble Oil & Refining Co., Lwice-Tlg 2Qn o as,

mom"Pum
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were killed not only in the Panhandle region but over all

the Great Plains area, The last great slaughter of the buf-

falo in the Panhandle region came during the months of De-
cember, 1877, and January, 1878, when more than one hundred

thousand buffalo hides were taken by the army of hunters

during that fall and winter.

There is no way to estimate correctly the total number

of buffalo hides taken in the Panhandle region from 1873

through 1878, because of the great number of hunters and the

numerous shipping points. Several attempts have been made,

. . . It was claimed that during the year of 1876one hundred and fifty-five thousand hides went down theMissouri on steamboats from Montana; that one hundredand seventy thousand went east over the Santa Fe, andthat fIg fdrej4 thousand yjjj aj pI 2 froQrjm&X .
Some Texans began to realize that in a very short time

all the buffaloes would be gone if something were not done to

stop the great slaughter going on in the Panhandle. These

people were sentimentalists over the buffalo. They wanted the

buffaloes to remain a native wild animal, such as the rabbit

or the squirrel. In fact, there was so much sentiment against

the killing of all the buffaloes that in 1876 the Texas leg-
islature considered passing a bill to protect the animals.

But the measure failed to pass, partly because of the advice

of General Philip Sheridan, then in command of the military

department of the Southwest.

7 Cook . .. , p. 135. Italics mine., Part of the hides
from the Panhandle were freighted by wagon to Wichita Falls,
then by train to Fort Worth,
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Speaking of the buffalo hunters, Sheridan advised the

legislature:

These men have done in the last two years and willdo more in the next year, to settle the vexed Indianquestion, than the entire regular army has done in thelast thirty years. They are destroying the Indians'commissary; and it is a well-known fact that any armylosing its base of supplies is placed at a great dis-advantage. Send them powder and lead, if you will; butfor the sake of a lasting peace, let them kill, skin,and sell until the buffaloes are exterminated. Thenyour prairies can be covered with speckled cattle, andthe festive cowboy, who follows the hun er as a second-forerunner of an advanced civilization.

For many years the headwaters of the Red River and its
tributaries had been the camp sites of numerous groups of

Comanche and Kiowa Indians. During the 1870's, by secretly

leaving their reservations in Oklahoma and returning to their
former hunting places in search of buffaloes, the Indians

caused the buffalo hunters no end of trouble0

The end of the buffalo meant doom for the Indians. sev-
eral battles between the Indians and buffalo hunters took

place, of which in several instances the Indians were the vio-
tors. But as more hunters arrived, killing more buffaloes,

the Indians had less for which to fight, and more rifle-car-

rying enemies.

One of the most important battles between the Indians
and the buffalo hunters took place at Adobe Walls, in July,

1874.

The Battle of Adobe Walls was important. The In-dians won their immediate objective; they chased thebuffalo hunters out of Texas. But they lost it because

8Ib~i . p.115
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Adobe Walls became the rallying cry of the white man,and before the summer was over troops of cavalry andinfantry were closing in on the Texas Panhandle fromfour directions. The Indians' gay as a free agent onthe Southern Plains was ending.

During the period in which the Indians were trying to
stop the buffalo hunters, it became clear to the Federal

government that troops were needed in the Texas Panhandle
region to control the Indians, As a result of this need, in
1877, Fort Elliott was established in what later became
Wheeler County. The town of Mobeetie sprang up beside the
Fort. Mobeetie was one of the first towns in the region,

Fort Elliott represents the first major land transac-
tion in the Panhandle. The United States Government did not
buy the land, but leased it from the Texas Land Company.

The land had belonged to the Houston and GreatNorthern Railroad, but they sold it to the Texas LandCompany with Major Ira H. Evans representing themMay 10, 1877, for one dollar per annum the Govern-ment leased sections 37, 45, 55, 67, Block AS. Thislease also to extend to December 31, 1889, It con-tained a provision that when abandoned by the UnitedStates, all buildings and improvements on the land wouldrevert to the owner, 1 0

With the coming of Fort Elliott, the first businesses,
other than a few ranches which will be discussed later, came

into that section of the Panhandle, Mobeetie became a typi-
cal frontier, army town, with its saloons and gambling houses,

hotel, and other businesses served the Fort. The first large

influx of people into the Panhandle came to Mobeetie, catering

9Johnson, g2, &n.,P. 27.
1Millie Potter, Mmr us_~ ahnl ineers. P. 91.
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to the Fort. The civilian population of that frontier com-

munity in 1880 was 512. Mobeetie served Fort Elliott first,

but later as ranches came into the area, it served them also.

Background for Panhandle Cattle Industry

The cattle industry on the plains of the Texas Pan-

handle preceded "the man with a hoe." As the farmers

pushed farther west, the open-range cattle business had to

find more grassland, The roaming Indians in the Panhandle

had slowed down the process for a few years, as they had

elsewhere. The buffalo hunters were eliminating the buffaloes

which held the Indians in the area. Therefore, by 1878, the

"Longhorns" had come to the Panhandle in large numbers.

Cattle played a very important part in the development

of the Panhandle region. The industry itself, however, was

controlled by forces outside the Panhandle, such as demand,

price, and shipping points.

Although the Texas beef cow was the Longhorn, which to

most people meant hide, bones, horns, and little beef, a

market existed in the Northern states for this commodity.

The Civil War had depleted the stocker cattle industry in

that region of the United States. People living in the north-

ern part were needing beef badly as shown by the prices they

paid.

In the northern states there was a small supply of beef

and a great demand for it, which resulted in a good price
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for the existing cattle, Walter Webb sized-up the price

situation in this manner:

The price situation in 1865 was as follows: Cattlein Texas could be bought for #3 and $4 per head, on theaverage; but even so there were no buyers. The samecattle on the Northern markets would have brought $30or $40, and mature Texas reeves which cost in Texas $5each by the herd were worth #50 each in other sectionsof the United States."ll

By 1879, range steers sold for around $7 each, range de-
livery. By the year of 1880, they were $9.50 each, and still

higher in 1881, selling for around $12.00. Prices kept climb-

ing until in the middle of the 1880' s, when the range became

overstocked, with the result that the supply went ahead of the

demand.

Early ranchers trailed their cattle to Abilene, Kansas,

to the railroad. J. G. McCoy is credited with having estab-
lished that town as the shipping point for Texas cattle in
1867, Abilene was the western terminus of the Santa Fe Rail-

road at that time, As the railroad pushed farther west, the
chief "cow town" moved west also. For this study Abilene is
important because it meant the first facilities for transpor-

tation to market for Texas cattle,

The cattle industry in the Texas Panhandle actually be-

gan after a rancher had selected his home range and brought

his cattle on it. The selection of his range was most impor-

tant for various reasons,

11Walter Webb, 2.4. .ret flgjn, p. 216.
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In selecting a ranch site the ranchman's main con-
siderations were grass and water. In the beginning
there was no thought of securing water from wells or
of impounding it in large dirt ponds, called "tanks"
in the West. The ranchman who was seeking a location,
usually. established his headquarters camp, whidh later
became a ranch house, alonf2 some stream, occupying
either bank or both banks.

Later, as the area became more crowded, late comers had

to take less suitable locations. The windmill came to their

rescue during the late 1880' s.

The Coming of Charles Goodnight

A pioneer must have durability, imagination, and fore-

sight in order to succeed, Charles Goodnight was the posses-

sor of these qualities and many others. Goodnight led ranchers

to the Panhandle, led in the improving of the Longhorns, was

interested in civic development, and, in general, was the

leader of the Panhandle region for many years from 1876 to

1929, the year of his death4

Reared in Palo Pinto County, Goodnight had followed the

cattle trail to Colorado, where he became engaged in ranching

and banking. The panic of 1873 ruined his businesses, but he

was able to salvage about 1800 head of Longhorns. With these

he headed for Texas, and reached a canyon of which he had

heard, the Palo Duro, in October, 1876.

The selection of the Palo Duro Canyon as a site for a

ranch is an example of Goodnight's foresight. The canyon fur-

nished a natural fence for the ranch. The only "line riders'

lIbJid,, p. 228.
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required were those at the mouth of the canyon. Good grass

and water were abundant. The canyon also had wooded areas

from which came posts, corrals, and other building materials.

From this canyon, Goodnight and his men drove about

10,000 head of buffalo before trailing down, in a single

file, his herd of Longhorns. With his herd on this "natural"

range, Goodnight had time to take stock, He was not one to

do anything halfway. He wanted a big and prosperous ranch.

With his cowboys looking after his cattle, Goodnight

went back to Colorado in January, 1877, to secure more capi-

tal for the enlarging of his ranch,

*To build a big ranch he must have money. He
hurried back to Colorado, where friends introduced him
to an Irishman, John Adair, who was lending English
money in the West and who wanted to start a ranch him-
self. Goodnight promised that if Adair would furnish
the money and give him an interest, he would make it
the best ranch on earth. , Te contract was closed and
the J A ranch was started.

In partnership with John Adair, Goodnight set about

keeping his promise of making the J A the best ranch on

earth. He first built a road down the steep canyon wall,

then began improving his headquarters and building-up his

herd.

He crossed his Longhorns with Durhams, but the
result did not please him. Black Polled Angus were
better in blood and shorter in horn, but he did not
like the cross they gave either, Then he tried one
of the Hereford bulls that 0. H. Nelson was importing
from England. The crossbreed he got from them had the

13Laura V. Hamner, Sh krt Grqa -4 Longhorra, p. 46.
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stamina of the Longhorn and self-reliance and hardi-
hood of the Hereford. Goodnight brought two hundred
of these bulls and intensified his efforts. 1 4

The J A Ranch had its troubles which included blizzards,

droughts, and Indians. One affair with a group of Comanches

and Kiowas was settled in a peaceful manner, according to

Twice- ToU Tales 2f Tex as:

Colonel Charles Goodnight was visited by Indians in
1878--Comanches and Kiowas under Quanah Parker, their
leader at 'Dobe Walls. The Indians were hungry, they
were looking for buffalo and failing to find any, they
were substituting Colonel Goodnight's beef. He took a
friendly offensive, met them, sympathized with them,
furnished them with beef, temporized with them until
troops arrived. The soldiers might as well have stayed
at home. By the time they arrived, Goodnight and Quanah
Parker had cemented a friendship which lasted until the
latter's death in 1910.15

The J A Ranch drove its first cattle to market in 1878.

"Cow town" had been moved west to Dodge City, Kansas, where

the first J A cattle were driven, J. Frank Dobie commented:

The outlet for the Palo Duro was Dodge City, two
hundred and fifty miles north. It was October, 1878,
that a herd of 1000 JA steers2 headed in that direction
to trample down the grass over a route t'pnceforth
known as the Palo Duro-Dodge City Trail.io

Freighting was a problem for Goodnight and other early

Panhandle ranchers. Goodnight brought his original supplies

from Pueblo and Las Animas. Some supplies were also shipped

from Trinidad. In 1881, Colorado City became the point of

"4Ibid., p. 47.

15 Humble Oil and Refining Co., Twice-Told Tales of
Texas, p. 45.

1J. Frank Dobie, The Lonhorvns, p. 270.

'.. -i, NWM
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supply for the JA Ranch, In 1882, Goodnight began getting

supplies from Wichita Falls. Still another supply point for

the ranch was the Lee and Reynolds Company, sutlers at Fort

Elliott.

By 1880, the JA Ranch began to have some neighboring

ranchers. Goodnight had convinced Adair that they should

buy from the State of Texas the land on which the ranch was

located,

In 1877, Goodnight began buying lands up and down
the canyon. He realized that the twenty-five thousand
acres called for in the Adair contract would not com-
mand the range the partnership needed, Knowing it was
a good time to buy, he pressed the matter with Adair,
and by 1882 they had bought ninety three thousand acres
and were ready to buy more,, . *1t

In buying land, cattle, and building improvements, Adair

had invested more than a half-million dollars in the JA Ranch

before the expiration of the first five-year contract between

him and Goodnight, This contract was renewed in 1882 for an-

other five years, and progress on the ranch continued. At

its height the JA Ranch contained 1,225,000 acres. Its brand

was stamped on a hundred thousand cattle, most of them being

white-faced Herefords which Goodnight introduced to "breed-up"

the scrubby Longhorns. Today, the JA remains a large ranch

of some half-million acres, and a powerful influence in the

rangeland.18

17J,,Evetts Haley, Charles Goodnight, Cowman 4 flaiM-
&us p. 323,

18
Statement by Boone McClure, Curator of the Panhandle

Plains Museum, personal interview.
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About the time Goodnight reached the Palo Duro, Thomas

Bugbee came from Kansas to what became Bugbee Creek, located

about twenty miles north of the Canadian River in what is

today Hutchinson County. Bugbee had brought his family and

herds to Texas because of the rampant Indians in Kansas.

Bugbee's ranch was on a smaller scale than Goodnightts;

nevertheless, Bugbee was a prosperous man and built his herd

to considerable size before selling out in 1882.

By 1882, Mr. Bugbee had a herd of 12,500 horses and
cattle. A boom in prices was on at the time and he sold
the whole outfit, house, lan% and herds to the Hansford
Cattle Company for $350,000.,

Three men, Goodnight, Bugbee, and Romero, were the first

ranchers in the Texas Panhandle. Cesar Romero, like Goodnight

and Bugbee, came to the region in the fall of 1B76. He came

from New Mexico with his family, herds and twelve or fifteen

wagons, and established the town of Tascosa.

Within two or three years after Goodnight's entrance into

the Palo Duro Canyon, the buffaloes were cleaned out of the

Panhandle, except for a small herd Goodnight preserved in an

enclosure. Thus the dam was removed which released a flood of

cattle from the great breeding-ground of interior Texas. It

is not imperative to this study to list all of these pioneer

ranchers. However, Paul Wellman lists some men coming into

the Panhandle between 1877 and 1880.

Near Tascosa, George W. Littlefield established
his LIT. The Bar C's--a bar about two C's--near Adobe

1 9 Nugent E. Brown, "Bugbee Came in '?6,"1Th1e S esuthwest
Plainsman, March 16, 1950, p. 8.
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Walls, was Henry W. Creswell's Brand. At Buffalo Spring
was the three 7 s of Berry and Boice. Other notable out-
fits were the Turkey Track of the Hansford Land & Cattle
Company, the Scissors, Diamond Trail, T-Anchor, and Hat.
One-armed Jim Reed ran his cattle on Tonkawa Creek. The
Hashknife of J. N. Simpson was in Taylor County. Other
famous names that came to the Panhandle in the first two
years after Goodnight were: E, Harrell, the Ikards, Dan
Waggoner, Burk Burnett, E. P. Dax6s, Ike Millins, R. F.Tankersley, and A. B. Robertson.

Cesar Romero, one of the first three ranchers in the Pan-

handle, in 1876 established the town of Tascosa, on the Cana-

dian River, in what is now Oldham County. Because of its lo-

cation, Tascosa was fairly accessible to many of the ranches

located in the north and west parts of the Panhandle. It was

here the cowboys of that section went to spend their monthly

pay checks and to "shoot up" the town. Tascosa had its saloons

and gambling houses, together with the other places and per-

sons who made up a typical western frontier town.

For this little town, business boomed. Dodge City on the

Santa Fe, 245 miles northward, was the nearest freighting point,

and, in 1877, the Dodge City Freighting Trail was automatically

established.

Tascosa had a short but eventful career., It was estab-

lished when cattle first came to the western portion of the

Panhandle. It ended for all practical purposes when the ranch-

ers fenced their ranges in the late 1880's. Tascosa had hopes

of becoming the Panhandle's chief cattle center until 1887,

when the Fort Worth and Denver Railroad made its advent into

2 0Paul Wellman, | Trampnig er d, p. 282.
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the Panhandle, missing the town by two miles and establish-

ing its depot and sidings on the opposite side of the Cana-

dian River. Tascosa lost out, and Amarillo and Channing be-

came the cattle terminals of the Panhandle. Tascosa gradually

became a ghost town. Today, it is the site of "Boys Ranch,"

home for wayward Panhandle boys, established and maintained by

outstanding citizens of the Panhandle area.

In 1876, the Panhandle was divided into counties. The

area had originally been parts of the Bexar and Red River mu-

nicipalities as set up by the Mexican Government prior to the

Texas Revolution. In 1876, the newly created counties were

attached to Clay County for judicial purposes.

The commissioners court of any county having jurisdiction

over an unorganized county was compelled by law to organize

that unorganized county within twenty days after the presenta-

tion of a petition signed by 150 qualified voters of the peti-

tioning county.

The economic and political histories of any region are

often closely related. In the organization of these Panhandle

counties, this is especially true. As each county gained 150

qualified voters, it was organized with its own county govern-

ment. With local government the economic pibture was usually

changed also. The open range disappeared, "nesters" and town-

people moved in, schools were established, and law and order

was established.

Wheeler County was organized in 1879, and twenty-six

other Panhandle counties were placed under its jurisdiction,
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Wheeler County set the example for the remainder of the coun-

ties in that region, beginning in 1879 with its organization

and ending in 1921 with the organization of Hockley County.

Even before the beginning of their development, history

can be read in the names of the Panhandle counties. Three

of the counties, Armstrong, Hall, and Parmer, were named for

men who were pioneers of Texas; three, Carson, Childress, and

Potter, for men who were outstanding in the events that led

up to the Texas revolution; two,Lubbock and Swisher, for men

who participated in the storming and capture of Bexar; five,

Bailey, Cochran, Cottle, Dickens, and Floyd, for men connected

with the Alamo; seven, Briscoe, Deaf Smith, Hale, Hockley,

Lamb, Motley, and Sherman, for men connected with the battle

of San Jacinto; one, Moore, for a man connected with the Texas

Navy; one, Crosby, for an early statesman of Texas; one, Ran-

dall, for a man connected with the Civil War; thirteen, Col-

lingsworth, Dallam, Donley, Gray, Hansford, Hartley, Hemphill,

Hutchinson, Lipscomb, Ochiltree, Oldham, Roberts, and Wheeler,

for men who were early jurists of Texas. There were several

men by the name of Castro in the early history of Texas, but

records fail to show for which one the county was named.21

No matter where civilized man goes, he is interested in

the happenings of the place from where he came. Also, for

business to go forward, some sort of communication is

21 Zachary T, Fulmore, Historv nA Geograohy qt Texga bx
County Names, pp. 66-225.
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necessary between producers and buyers. Thus a need for

mail service came with the first people. This particular

service was started in 1878 and 1879, according to John

McCarty:

The mail came to the Panhandle i 1878 and l 79.
Prior to its coming, old Dad Barnes Lof Mobeeti/ had
made an occasional ride to Dodge City delivering and
receiving mail at the rate of fifty cents a letter,
The story of the mail from this humble beginning has
been a dramatic one, and the earliest attempts to estab-
lish mail delivery were hazardous ventures that seem
almost fantastic in the retelling.22

Economic Setbacks

Life in the Panhandle during the late 1870's was not

a "bed of roses." Early ranchers were in a constant struggle

against the weather, disease, and cattle rustlers.

The only certain thing about the Panhandle weather is

that there is wind. During the summer it sometimes blows

out of the south, west, or southwest for weeks at a time,

With nothing to obstruct their passage, Panhandle winds have

brought disastrous results in varying degrees down through

the years. The highest wind on record at Amarillo was

seventy miles per hour on April 30, 1942.

One of the dreaded diseases of the range was the so-

called "Texas fever." No one knew what caused it, but it

was noticed that when a herd of South Texas cattle passed

near a Panhandle herd the disease broke out, Quoting from

Twice-Told Tales of Texas:

22 John L. McCarty, yverick Town, The Story o Old
Tascosa, p. 64.



The trail herds from South Texas made trouble; as
they drove through the ranges, the Westerners said the
South Texas cattl3infested the range with the Texas
or Spanish fever,

The "Texas fever" was controlled in the Panhandle by the

"Winchester quarantine," imposed on South Texas cattle. This

was a strip of plowed land running east to west in the south

of the area, north of which no South Texas cattle were to be

driven. Cowboys, paid by the "Panhandle Stock Association,"

enforced the quarantine, with their Winchesters when the need

arose,

The early Panhandle cattlemen were not exempt from cat-

tle rustlers. But early in their venture in the Panhandle,

these cattlemen formed an association for the protection of

their mutual interests.

In a three-day session, held at IMobeetie early in
1881, the Panhandle Stock Association was formally or-
ganized, the constitution and by-laws were drafted and
approved, and a reward of two hundred and fifty do;4ars
for anyone rustling Association cattle was posted.

The primary objective of this organization was to stop

cattle rustling. The "Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers

Association" later replaced the "Panhandle Stock Association"

for the combattig of cattle rustlers,

"Buffalo Hunters to Cowboys" was selected as a title for

this chapter for two reasons: 1) these were mainly the only

two groups of persons present, while 2) the cowboy and the

23
Humble Oil & Refining Co., D.0. D. j., p. 45

24
Haley, pp. .it.., p. 3662.



things for whAch he stood were the basis for the great

cattle empire that was to follow. The one paved the way

for the other. The buffalo hunter killed the buffalo,

which drove the Indians out. Without the removal of the

Indians, the cattlemen eould not have succeeded.

According to J. Evetts Haley, three substantial fea-

tures of western life brought development to the Texas Pan-

handle:

1) The Iand was taken by men of imagination and
character, 2) business was free to venture, and de-
spite the great risks, there was hope of profit.

Credit follows character, and capital like courageous

men ventures only in an atmosphere of freedom where there is

chance for reward. These elemental features of human nature

and natural economy lie back of the su cess of Goodni2,ht's

original venture into Palo Duro, and that of the other

pioneer ranchero in the Panhandle of Texas

25J. Evetts Haley, Xig Heraidry oft jhe , p. 10.



CHAPTER II

COWBOYS TO "NESTERS " 1880-1900

Population, 1880-1900

According to Earnest Archambeau, the population of the

five top tiers of counties in the Texas Panhandle in 1880

was 1,607.1 Of these, 1,198 were Anglo, 358 Spanish, and

51 Negro. Among occupations, Archambeau noted that the area

contained one school teacher, several army doctors at Fort

Elliott, with only one civilian doctor, located at Tascosa,

In 1880 the Panhandle also had three lawyers, all located at

Mobeetie. The population of the entire area under study was

1,942 in 1880.

In the year of 1890, the population of the Texas Pan-

handle was 11,932. This represents an increase of 9,990

over the 1880 figures. By 1900, the census showed that the

thirty-eight counties contained 30,059 persons--an increase

of 18,127 during the ten year period. For the twenty year

period before 1900 the Panhandle area gained 28,117 citizens.

Longhorns Replaced by Herefords

The high price offered for Texas beef was one of the

factors that caused ranchers to seek the Texas Panhandle in

1Te Aarillo iDai News, October 5, 1949, p. 10.
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the 1870's. -From the Civil War to the 1880's cattle prices

had continued to be high. Walter Webb stated that in 1882

"range cattle were selling for from $30 to $35 per head. 02

As a result of these prices, the number of cattle ranches

ons increasing.

Foreign investors participated in the cattle boom in the

Texas Panhandle in the early 1880's. The cattlemen had need

of capital to increase their holdings and the foreigners had

capital to invest, Many foreigners, chiefly English, owned

ranches themselves in the Panhandle. Charles Goodnight saw

a further need for ready capital in the region:

0 * . The cow country was hardly established in cen-
ters of credit, but Goodnight urged its importance upon
Adair and other foreign financiers, and the Texas Land
and Mortgage Company was organized in England in the
early eighties, with C. E. Wellesly established as mana-
ger of its Dallas office. The company did a thriving
business, met a decided need, and at times had as much
as three hundred thousand dollars loaned to the JA
Ranch. In addition to lending money, it became a sort
of clearing house for British interests in the South-
west. With unlimited confidence in the integrity of
Goodnight, and vast respect for his intelligent grasp
of the range industry, Wellesly often called upon him
for expert advice and help when the general Western 3tendency seemed to be to 'unload on the foreigners.

By the summer of 1882, the cattle boom was at its height.

The cattlemen had had good years, but beginning in 1883, cat-

tle prices began to decline and continued to do so for sev-

eral years.

2Walter Webb, The Plains, p. 235,

3
j. Eve tts Haley, Charles goon ght, Cowman And Plas-

M&nL, p. 344.
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Prices continued to decline until 1887, when the
best grass-fed Texas steers brought $2.40 per hundred
pounds on the Chicago market. A twelve-hundred pound
steer would bring $28.80, and after the expenses of mar-
keting were deducted the owner would realize between $5
and $9 per head, depending on the place from which the
cattle were shipped.'

By the middle 1880's, the day of the open range was

over. In the late 1870's, Goodnight and Adair bought land

for the JA Ranch. In 1882, the Rocking Chair Ranch was

sold to Sir Dudly Coutts Majoribanks for $1.25 per acre,

Beginning about 1885, ranchers going into the cattle busi-.

ness in the Panhandle and those already there began to pur-

chase the last of the unoccupied land for their ranches.

Many of these men had bought their breeding stock before the

price broke in 1883--thus paying the high price. However,

with the price of cattle on the down-grade, many ranchers

found that they had too many high priced cattle and too much

land. In fact, the ten years from 1880 to 1890 were rather

unfavorable to stockmen because of low prices, the price of

land, prices paid for breeder stock, blizzards, etc.

Although the 1880's were hard on cattlemen, it was dur-

ing this period that they began to realize that the Longhorn

was not the best cow in the world for beef, Charles Good-

night took the lead in experimenting with the cross-breeding

of the Longhorns with other breeds of cattle for a better

beef cow, yet one that would be suited to that part of the

Webb, p. ct., p. 237.
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country. In 1882, Goodnight tried crossing the Longhorns

with Herefords, with the result that he hit upon the beef

animal that was the answer to the western stockman's prob-

lem. Today, the Herefords and other well-bred animals have

completely replaced the Longhorns,

The railroads were creeping nearer the Panhandle. In

1885, the Santa Fe reached Kiowa, Kansas. In that year, the

last long cattle drive out of the Panhandle was made to

Kiowa. A year and a half later, two railroads reached the

Panhandle, the Fort Worth and Denver from the east and the

Santa Fe from the north.

When Goodnight brought his herd of cattle into Palo

Duro in 1876, he also brought the cowboy. Open range ranch-

ing gave rise to the cowboy. He was an inseparable part of

the picture.

As more ranchers came, more cowboys followed. As a re-

sult, when jobs became scarce, many of the more industrious

fellows started herds of their own.

For his start in ranching, the cowboy would brand a few

"mavericks," and buy other cattle with what he had saved.

This usually meant less grass for his former boss' cattle.

Also, as ranching became more systematic, ranchers began to

object to having their unmarked calves branded by someone

else. Many cowboys became very prosperous with this small

start. But as more tried it, the cattlemen began to tighten

down upon the men working for them.
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Regulations for cowboys working for big outfits
became more stringent. The ranchmen were getting to-
gether through their Panhandle Cattlemen's Association
and making it exceedingly difficult for the cowpuncher
to be anything more than a "hired man on horse back."
Privileges which were formerly accorded the cowboy,
such as keeping a brand and running a few cattle and
horses, were gradually denied. Mavericking, formerly
practiced by everyoge. began to be frowned upon by the
large ranch owners.

In the early spring of 1883, cowboys from three ranches,

the LIT, LS, and LX, were rounding up stray cattle just south

of present day Hereford. These men began to talk about the

ever tightening rules of the ranches. The result of these

grumblings was an ultimatum sent to the owners of the three

ranches, which set the day of April 1, 1883, as a strike

date, if their demands were not met.

The cowboy was important to the cattle industry, but

these striking men had not reckoned on having their jobs

filled by someone else. The ranchers could hire as many cow-

boys as they needed without even considering the demands of

the striking cowboys. The strike ended with some of the men

going back to work, at the previous wage and conditions.

The cowboy appeared to be fighting a losing battle. His

day of grandeur was nearly over. With railroads, fences, and

Hereford cattle, his duties were being gradually demolished.

It was foreseen that only by fencing and segregating

each one's property could settlements be organized and the

country developed. For a long time this was a subject of

5John L. McCarty, Maverick iTown, Story g 0&1TUO-
m, p. 108.

-- "rqftwmo
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experiments. The fortune that a successful article would

command resulted in all sorts of contraptions being offered.

In November, 1874, J. F. Glidden of Illinois presented the

most practical product--barbed wire.

In his first experiment, Glidden made staples from the

wire and strung them on a single wire. The genius-stroke of

this invention was a second wire, and by twisting them to-

gether, the barbs were held as firm as saw teeth.

In an effort to prove the practicality of his invention

in the Panhandle, in 1881 Glidden in partnership with H. B.

Sanborn established the only ranch that was completely fenced

from the beginning. Glidden and Sanborn's ranch, the Frying

Pan, was located in Potter County. Glidden proved by example

that barbed wire was practical and even profitable for the

Panhandle. Within a few years, all ranchers had fenced their

holdings,

The Frying Pan Ranch itself made progress in an unspec-

tacular way. Life was simple and serene, until the approach

of the Fort Worth and Denver Railroad.

Talk of organizing the county and the location of a

county seat became common. An election was held and the

county seat was placed near the Amarillo or Yellow Lake in

the southern part of the county.

There had been two factions in the county and each had

selected a townsite for the county seat. Hb B. Sanborn had

chosen the site that was not taken.
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Frying Pan men made money on this townsite deal,
H. B. Sanborn was not included. He bought a section
adjoining the townsite section and started a town of
his own, New Amarillo. To those who owned lots in the
old town he offered such inducements that they moved
over, one by one.

In a short time only the courthouse stood in the orig-

inal townsite. After five years, it was moved also. Within

a few years, the city of Amarillo had expanded to include

the sites of both towns.

Barbed wire brought about a complete change in the way

of life in the Panhandle as it had elsewhere. But it had

opposition at first. The manufacturers had a hard time sell-

ing the idea of fencing in some parts of the West, and sales

grew slowly.

The first large amount of barbed wire used in the Pan-

handle area was a "drift fence' on the northern border of

Texas. Its purpose was to stop cattle from the north from

drifting down into Texas during storms. In the same year,

1882, Goodnight and other ranchers built some barbed wire

fences on their ranches.

Of the reception of barbed wire by Panhandle ranchers,

Laura V. Hamner commented:
Cowmen watched, were convinced, and began to fence.

An orgy of fencing swept the plains. Wire and posts
were hauled from Dodge City, from Wichita Falls, from
Colorado City. It was an expensive experiment, but
the cattlemen p ayed the game with a wave of the hand
at the outcome.

6Laura V. Hamner, ort Qaa Ud Longhorns, p. 209.
Ibid., p. 209.
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Fencing was an expensive venture in the Panhandle,

Posts, wire, staples, everything had to be hauled great dis-

tances. Laura V. Hamner gave the following example of the

cost of fencing:

W. W. Wetsel came up from the Grayson County Ranch
Z-Anchox7 to superintend the building of 150 miles offence. The wire used was of a peculiar type, sent from
the factory direct to Dodge City for use on this ranch,
by order of the Houston office. Posts were made in Palo
Duro Canyon, forty miles away, and hauled by bull teams.
The wire, hauled from Dodge City at $2.50 a hundred
pounds, cost $39,000 but that fence was an especially
good one; extra heavy No. 9 wire, four wires to the panel,posts only one rod apart, one on one side of the wire
and one on the other. 8

Barbed wire fences without windmills would have proved

impractical on the Panhandle plains. One of the first things

fenced -was the water holes. According to Joe M. Carmichael,

windmills followed close on the heels of barbed wire:

Windmill salesmen followed barbed wire salesman.
Drilling crews followed fencing crews. Windmills
started turning in the breeze, the water they pumped
protected by barbed wire. 9

A Lubbock County cattleman first proved in 1884 the prac-

ticality of the windmill for his business. After that, wind-

mills became a common sight on the Panhandle plains.

During the first part of the 1880's the Panhandle had an

abundance of rainfall. Many settlers moved into the plains

with high hopes. Then during the latter part of the decade

8 o., p. 210.
9Joe M. Carmichael, "Water From the Wind," The Cattlemen,

(October, 1949), p. 25.
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drought struck. Most settlers lost all of their invest-

ment, and were left penniless.

But some stayed. Having heard about the windmill, the

remaining settlers dug wells and with a homemade windmill,

brought water to their parched farms. Joe M. Carmichael

gave a description of a homemade windmill:

A workable mill could be made for $1.50-- or less
depending on how much material and labor had to be paid
for. One example of the less-than-$1.50 style was a
windmill made from an old wagon wheel and axle. Boards
were nailed on the spokes of the wheel to form the
sails. A spike driven into the hub served as a pin for
the connecting rod to the pump. The axle with the wheel
was nailed to a tree and there was the windmill. The
thing was not very efficient but it worked and it was
cheap. Soon factory-made mills came within reach of the
ordinary pocketbook.10

Introduction of Agriculture

The farmers, or "nesters," seeking small acreages, cut

up the grazing land of the cattlemen who, despite their dis-

inclination to relinquish grazing grounds, were fencing their

property. Agrucultural development resulted from the produc-

tivity of the soil. As word spread of the good land in the

Panhandle, "nesters" swarmed in, and as a result the plow

turned thousands of acres of range land into fields.

Charles Goodnight had led cattlemen to the Panhandle of

Texas. It was one of his foremen who raised the first field

crop in the Panhandle.

In 1884, when one of his foremen had raised a big
crop of cane to feed forty milk cows on the ranch,

10
.I .. p. 25.
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Goodnight had been incensed, . . . But four yearslater, the Tascoe4 Pioneer reported Goodnight him-self had planted the first wheat in Doriqy County..a hundred acres--which in November "looks beautifuland will be a test of the county,"ll

The first corn grown in the Panhandle was on the XIT
Ranch in 1885, on a half-acre plot, averaging forty-five

bushels to the acre, according to Lewis Nordyke.12 To the

XIT also goes credit, according to Nordyke, for beginning
farming on a large scale. In 1888, the XIT Ranch planted
two thousand acres to farm crops--mainly feed. In the same
year cotton also was planted on the ranch and produced 3/4

bale to the acre.

A group of Mennonites, brought to the Panhandle from
Russia in the early 1880's by the Santa Fe Railroad, had

introduced Turkey Red wheat, and by the latter 1 880's the

acreage was rapidly expanding. The Canadian nterrise esti-

mated that the average wheat yield in four plains counties
in 1890 was seventeen bushels to the acre, and added: "For

all sod land and the first trial this is not bad, and sug-
gests very forcibly that the Panhandle should grow wheat."1 3

Settlers had invaded, to some extent, the Panhandle in
the period of 1881-1885. Most of these left during the dry
years of 1885-1887. However, the Tascosa oaneer reported

11Vance Johnson, Heaven'sTableland., p. 53.
1 2 Lewis Nordyke, 4ttle Emoire, p. 91.

13anadian Enterpriq, September 10, 1890, p. 1,
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that settlers were pushing onto the plains again even be-

fore the drought of 1887 was entirely broken. 14By arch,

1888, there had been a "noticeable increase" in settlers and

the Pioneer records that "a good settlement has been formed

in Randall County,." By the summer of 1888, the big rush of

"nesters" for Panhndle land was on.

The "nesters"were the real settlers in the Panhandle.

They came with their families, plow tools, and animals. They

had no big dreams of quick money through cattle ranching.

They ad been farmers who had heard of the good crops raised

in the Texas Panhandle, and had decided to try their luck

there.

According to Vance Johnson, in the thirty-one counties

of the immediate Texas Panhandle, six times more people were

counted in 1880 than ten years previously, 1 5 and in the

entire thirty-eight counties, as has been stated before, the

population climbed from 1,942 in 1880, to 11,932 in 1890.

'hy did these people come and hope for success? Wind-

rills, fencing, and the experiments that proved farming a

success iere the chief reasons,

Economic Setbacks

Lewis Nordyke said that the XIT and other large ranches

in the Panhandle were interested in keeping the price of

land down.16 This was done to show prospective "nesters"

-4T" _a Pioneer, December 24, 1887, p. 1.
15Johnson, _oo. it., p. 56. 1 6 Ibid., p. 52,
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that the land was fit for nothing except cattle ranching.

The cattlemen were successful in their attempts for a time,

but as word of the crops spread, more settlers poured into

the area.

In buying land, Panhandle ranchers were able to buy

only alternate sections, the other one belonging to the Texas
school system. The ranchers were allowed to lease these

school sections for periods of five years, provided a set-

tler had not filed on the land with the intention of making
it his home. Numerous measures were taken by the ranchers
to rid their regions of these nesters, but the ranchers

lost in the long-ran.

The ranchers knew that the settlers would take more of
their range land. Conflicts developed, usually in connection

with barbed wire fences.

The situation led inevitably to conflict and hereand there bitter little fence-cutting wars raged, andblood was shed. When the Texas Legislature in 1889passed a law forcing cattlemen to open roads throughtheir ranches and to provide gates so that settlersmight have access to the open school land due them. . . the ranchmen resorted to other tactics to makelife miserable for the nesters and to frighten themaway. Sometime it worked. More often it did not0 1 6

The weather is one thing over which man has no control,

Yet the weather caused the greatest economic setbacks during

the immediate period, 1880-1900, During this period it caused

hardships not only to the settlers moving in, but to the

ranchers as well.

1 6Ibid*
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The early part of the 1880's was a prosperous period

for the ranchers because there was plenty of moisture. Set-
tlers were encouraged to come to the Panhandle. Then came
the severe blizzard of 1885-86. Paul Wellman states:

The last day of December, 1885, dawned clear andmild, with a low barometer and a peculiar yellowishpurple bordering the northern horizon. Before noon inNebraska and Kansas a drizzle began, growing to snowand the wet ground froze solid. The snow thickened,became a fine white powder of razor-sharp crystals, achoking smother, swept along by a hurricane wind. Byevening the thermometer registered below zero and wasstill tobogganing. And by night the range country fromthe Dakotas south into Texas was lashed by the greatestblizzard in history, which hid all landmarks, oblit-erated all trails, and brought a deadening cold 3ith itsuch as man in the area had never known before.

Thousands of cattle died and many ranchers were ruined.

That winter was followed by two severely dry years, 1886 and

1887. The years of 1893 and 1894 were also severely dry ones

in which crops and animals suffered,

The year of 1885 was especially hard on the ranchers on
the eastern side of the Panhandle. Many of them had been

grazing their cattle on the Cheyenne-Arapaho Indian Reserva-

tion in Oklahoma. But in 1885, President Cleveland ordered

these cattle removed. Ranchers had to put their additional

cattle on already crowded ranges. This, added to the hard

winter and dry summer, helped to produce chaos and hard

times in that section of the Panhandle.

The wind has had great influence on the economics of
the Panhandle, also. Chapter IV, following, will discuss

I?Paul Wellman, The TraMpliw ic4 p. 305.
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the effects of the wind at its worst. But the wind's trail

of destruction did not begin all at once, For example, Ros-

coe Logue tells of a wind, or dust strom in 1895:

. . . On the 14th and 15th days of April, 1895, thewind reached its highest velocity, ranging at a rateof 84 miles per hour. The morning of the 14th wascalm and clear, At 8 o'clock the atmosphere began toassume a brazen color, caused by the heavy dust cloudscoming over and "Egyptian" darkness pre-midday, Thedust was so rank that it almost took one's breath,Many became lost in the dense fog and depended on thehoming instincts of their steeds to carry them to shel-ter. . . .Sand in localities drifted to the depth ofsix feet. It was estimated that 5000 cattle perished
overhth country, the most of them being smothered todeath.r8 cuty h ms fte eigsohrdt

This was only a prelude to what was to follow during the

1930's.

Cyclones are occasional visitors to the Panhandle area

also. The first cyclone on record in this area that de-

stroyed lives and property hit Mobeetie. Millie Potter said:

"May 1, 1898, a cyclone destroyed the building $3ld court-

hous7 and many others in Mobeetie in which six lives were

lost."19 In more recent years, Higgins, Amarillo, Perry-

ton, and Borger have all suffered from cyclones.

Prairie fires were another setback for Panhandle people.

Constant guard was necessary against these destructive haz-

ards, The most severe fire occurred in 1894, and was re-

ferred to by the settlers and ranchers as the "Big Burn."

There were many monstrous fires during the Pan-
handle's infancy, but about the most gigantic was in

19Roscoe Logue, Under Te ahd Border Skies.,p.41.
Millie Potter, of panhandle Pioneers, p. 51.
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1894 and was of a week's duration. It originated across
the New Mexico line and carried into Texas by a terrific
sandstorm that swept the prairies in one direction on a
forty-eight hour stretch. The XIT's were the heavy
losers; it crossed their pasture at what is now Farwell,
Texas. The wind changed several times and spread the
fire until it advanced in battle array on a twenty mile
front. This fire could be seen for ninety miles, A mil-
lion acres were destroyed for the XIT outfit alone, not
including other losers,20

The years of 1887, and 1893 were particularly hard ones

on settlers as well as ranchers; in 1887, a severe drought;

in 1893, a money panic. The year of 1886 had been dry, but

1887 was dryer, Across the wide prairie of the Texas Pan-

handle settlers who had come hopefully to new homes found

themselves stranded and on the verge of starvation. Ranchers

were having to sell high-priced beef for practically nothing

because of the scarcity of grass.

In 1893 came an economic depression. On the larger

ranches, expenses were cut to the bone. Everyone suffered

alike. The settlers had to raise their own supplies or do

without,

The period 1880-1900 certainly had its setbacks, Yet

as each year came, it found still more people in the Pan-

handle, Some were getting into the cattle business; others

had begun to break sod and plant crops. It seemed that the

"nesters" were determined to stay.

The scarcity of landmarks on the Panhandle plains made

it necessary early in its development to establish a system

20Logue, p.. t..I., p. 45.
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of roads. The early roads were marked by furrows plowed

from town to town in the prairie sod. In the same manner,

many ranchers blazed trails from their ranch houses.

Railroads entered the Panhandle:

Two railroads entered this section in 1887, The
first train over the Santa Fe, then the Southern Kan-
sas and Panhandle Railroad, reached the terminus, Pan-
handle City, on January 1, 1888. The first train over
the Fort Worth and Denv City Railroad ran from city
to city in March, 1888.

It was beside a construction camp of the Fort Worth and

Denver railroad that the first settlement at present Amarillo

had its beginning. The town's first business was made pos-

sible by the railroad. When hunters had swept the country of

the buffalo, tons of buffalo bones were left to bleach in the

sun. Some thrifty individuals realized the commercial value

of these and bone gathering became an industry. Thousands

of tons of buffalo bones were shipped from Amarillo for ferti-

lizer within the next few years.

Before the bone industry had disappeared, other industries

had taken its place and Amarillo became the chief town in the

Texas Panhandle,

Canadian, Panhandle, Childress, Channing, and most of

the other Panhandle trade centers that were established dur-

ing this period came with the railroads. Canadian was estab-

lished in 1888 along the Santa Fe Railroad just south of the

Canadian River in Hemphill County. Panhandle City promoters

had been assured that their city would be where the Santa Fe

21Hamner, Mp. cit., p. 249.
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crossed the Fort Worth and Denver line, thus making Panhandle

City the chief center of the Panhandle. Lots were laid out

and sold to businessmen at fancy prices. But the Panhandle

City promoters were deceived. The two tracks crossed about

thirty miles southwest of their town, at Amarillo. Childress

had been a trading post that sprang to life when the Fort
Worth and Denver Railroad came through the county, Channing

was established in 1888 when the Fort Worth and Denver line
crossed the XIT Ranch through Hartley County. These towns

became the means of communication between citizens of the
Panhandle and the rest of the country.

XIT Ranch

The establishing of the XIT Ranch and all it meant is the
most important single item in the present chapter. The huge

ranch of 3,000OQ0 acres was important politically as well as

economically. In fact, the XIT set the pace for the entire

Panhandle from its beginning in 1885 to its fanale in 1912.

The present Constitution of the State of Texas, adopted

in 1876, gave the legislature power to trade three million

acres of public land for the building of a new state capitol.Oa

Because of the low value placed on the remaining public land,

Copttitutiop o f h Statehef g . Article QXV2, s.Q2, reads in full: Three million acres of public domain arehereby appropriated and set apart for the purpose of erectinga new State Capitol and other necessary public buildings atthe seat of government, said lands to be sold under the direc-tion of the Legislature; and the Legislature shall pass suit-able laws to carry this section into effect."
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members of the Constitutional Convention and the people of

the state in general felt that they would make a good "deal"

by trading 3,000,000 acres of practically worthless land

for a new state capitol.

In 1881, a fire destroyed the old capitol building, and

Texas immediately advertised for bidders to build a new one.

A group of Chicago business and political leaders received

the contract. The leaders in the transaction were two broth-

era, Charles B. and John V. Farwell.23

Because of the vast outlay of money necessary to build

the capitol and to develop the land that they would receive,

this group turned to British capital for assistance. The

"Capitol Freehold Land and Investment Company, Limited" was

created, with offices in London and Chicago. Shares in the

syndicate were sold to people in England, with most of them

being taken by small investors. However, Charles B. Farwell

of Chicago was able to hold enough stock to control the

syndicate.

The land on which the XIT Ranch was located cost more

than was originally estimated:

The capitol had cost just short of $3,750,000.
However, because the state had made a lot of changes
in the plans after the building had been started, Texas
assumed half a million dollars of this expense, the re-maining three and a quarter million being charged to
the builders. When they had first made the contract,
the latter had thought they could construct the capitol

The entire list of men from Chicago was made up of:Amos Babcock, Abner Taylor, and Charles B. and John V. Farwell.
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for a million and a half dollars and thus get their
land for fifty cents an acre. Instead they found
they had paid a dollar and a quarter an acre.24

The three million acres of the XIT covered parts or all

of ten counties.25 From the northwest corner of the Pan-

handle it bordered New Mexico and extended south in Texas

for 225 grassy miles, with an average width of 27 miles.

The first cattle were herded onto the great range in 1885,

by Ab Blocker, who is also given credit for establishing

the famous brand--XIT.

The ranch had plenty of backing and was able to de-

velop rapidly. It was fenced, divided into seven divisions,

and on its broad acres hundreds of windmills were located.

The number of cattle vae steadily increasing. By the sum-

mer of 1886, Charles B. Farwell valued the herd at *1,284,680,

land, improvements, and cattle at $5,589,522.26

In addition to raising cattle, the XIT was also inter-

ested in finding out if crops would grow on its land. The

syndicate had in mind breaking the ranch up and selling it

to settlers when the land around them became settled. It

has already been stated that corn, cotton, and other crops

were planted on the XIT before elsewhere in the Panhandle.

2 4 Nordyke, 12.u. . tj., p. 191.
25

The ten counties of the XIT: Dallam, Hartley, Oldham,Deaf Smith, Parmer, Castro, Bailey, Lamb, Hockley, and
Cochran.

26 "The Ranch That Changed the West," The American Mer-
curv, LIX (December, 1944), 699.
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The XIT took the lead in experiments which determined the

crops best suited to the Panhandle*

The XIT Ranch established the first assembly-line

method of producing beef. With the seven divisions of the

ranch in Texas, plus leased pasturage in Montana, this was

simple for them.

The XIT syndicate developed an assembly -line
method of producing beef. Some pastures Ldivision&7
in the milder climate were used exclusively for breed-
ing. Calves were moved progressively northward into
grazing pastures. Steers developed on the Texas range
were driven more than 1200 tiles to Montana; from this
finishing pasture they were shipped to market as prime
beef.27

The XIT also took the lead in the introduction of the

Aberdeen Angus black cattle into the Panhandle. However,

they raised Herefords too.

The XIT Ranch was one of the biggest in the West and

was very powerful in its day. But the XIT began to disinte-

grate in 1901 when it was pointed out by Charles B. Farwell

that in its sixteen years as a ranch, the XIT had not shown

a profit. By November, 1912, most of the land, all cattle,

horses, and equipment had been sold. The latter items were

bought by a ranching partnership of Shelton and Trigg, who

leased the remaining rangeland. Today, the Farwell heirs

still own 70,000 acres, all of it in Parmer County,

In 1880, the cattlemen held undisputed away in the Pan-

handle. By 1900, however, the "nesters" or farmers had

proved that farming was possible, and even profitable. The

2 71bid., p. 703.
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old antagonism between farmers and ranchers had disappeared

by 1900, the groups both being more interested in building

an empire and making a living.

The population of the Panhandle area had changed from

one of mostly cowboys in 1880 to one of mostly "nesters" by

1900. Thus, another cycle in the economic development of

the Texas Panhandle had been completed,

Table 1 shows the population gains of the Panhandle

and upper plains by counties for every ten years from 1880

to 1910. The area gained 118,684 during the thirty years,

with the greatest gain occurring between 1900 and 1910.

TABLE 1

PANHANDLE COUNTIES, DATES OF ORGANIZATION,
AND POPULATION FOR EVERY

TEN YEARS, 1880-1900*

Date 
PpltoCounty organ Population

fled 1880 1890 1900 1910

Armstrong 1890 1 3 944 1,205 2,682Bailey 1917 - . 1 4 1 312
Briscoe 1892 121 ll 1,253 12,162Carson 1888 . 356 469 2,127Castro 1891 9 400 11850Childress 1887 25 1 , 14075 2,18 958Cochran 1924 .2565
Collings-
worth 1890 6 657 1,233 5,224Cottle 1892 24 240 1,002 4,396Crosby 1886 82 346 788 1,765Dallam 1891 112 146 4001Deaf Smith 1890 3 179 84 3,942Dickens 1891 28 29511,151, 3,092Donley 1882 160 1, 056 2,756 5,284Floyd 1890 3 529 2, 020 4,638Gray 1902 56 203 480 j 3,405
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TABLE l--Cntinued

Date Population
County Organ-

ized 1880 1890 1900 1910

Hale 1888 721 1,680 7,566
Hall 1890 36 703 1,670 8,279
Hansford 1889 18 133 167 935
Hartley 1891 100 252 377 1,298
Hemphill 1887 149 519 815 3,170
Hockley 1921 ... ... 44 137
Hutchinson 1901 50 58 303 892
King 1891 40 173 490 810
Lamb 1908 4 31 540
Lipscomb 1887 69 632 790 2,634
Lubbock 1891 25 33 293 5,624
Moore 1892 15 209 561
Motley 1891 24 139 1,257 2,396
Ochiltree 1889 198 267 1,602
Oldham 1881 387 270 349 812
Parmer 1907 ... 7 34 1,555
Potter 1887 28 849 1,820 12,424
Randall 1889 3 187 963 3,312
Roberts 1889 32 326 620 950
Sherman 1889 34 104 1,376
Swisher 1890 4 100 1,227 4,012
Wheeler 1879 512 778 636 5,258

Total 1,942 11,932 30,059 120,626

*Source: Recapitulation of census figures

The county showing the largest gain over the period

1880-1910 is Potter County with the greatest gain coming

after 1900. The total population of the Panhandle area in

1900 was 30,059.

Table 2 contains the census figures for the thirty-

eight counties from 1920 to 1950 and lists the county seat

for each of the counties. The population increase of the

Panhandle area after 1900 is discussed in Chapter III.
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TABLE 2

PANHANDLE COUNTIES, COUNTY SEAT. AND POPULATION
FOR EVERY TEN YEARS, 1920-1950*

Population
County

County SeatV 01, -0--
1920 1930 1940 1950

Armstrong
Bailey
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochran
Collings-
worth

Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall
Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
King
Lamb
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Moore
Motley
Ochiltree
Oldham
Parmer
Potter
Randall
Roberts
Sherman

Claude
Muleshoe
Silverton
Panhandle
Dimmit
Childress
Morton

Wellington
Paducah
Crosbyton
Dalhart
Hereford
Dickens
Clarendon
Floydada
Pampa
Plainview
Memphis
Spearman
Channing
Canadian
Levelland
Stinnett
Guthrie
01ton
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Dumas
Matador
Perryton
Vega
Farwell
Amariflo
Canyon
Miami
Stratford

2,816
517

2,948
3,078
1,948

10,933
67

9,154
6,901
6,084
4,528
3,747
5,876
8,035
9,758
4,663
10,104
11,137
1,354
1,109
4,280

137
721
655

1,175
3,684

11,096
571

4,107
2,331

709
1,699

16,710
3,675
1,469
1,473

3,329
5,186
5,590
7,745
4,720
16,044
1,963

14,461
9,395

11, 0?3
7,830
5,979
8,601
10,262
12,409
22,090
20,189
16,966
3,548
2,185
4,637
9,298

14,848
1,193
17,452
.4,512
39,104
1,555
6,812
5,224
1,404
5,869

46,090
7,071
1,457
2,314

2,495
6,318
4,590
6,624
4,631

12,149
3,735

10,351
7,079
10,046
6,494
6,056
7,847
7,487
10,659
23,911
18,813
12,117
2,783
1,873
4,170

12,693
19,069
1,066

17,606
3,764
51,782
4,561
4,994
4,213
1,385
5,890
54,265
7,185
1,289
2,026

3,205
7,578
3,520
6,840
5,402

12,065
5,909

9,122
6,068
9,546
7,608
9,073
7,139
6,201
10,514
24,622
28,123
10,882
4,168
1,901
3, 979

20,420
31,467

868
19,953
3,636

100,549
13,302
3,948
6,105
1,668
5,771

72,851
13,732
1,030
2,424

wm
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TABLE 2-- ontanue

County County Population
Seat

1920 1950 1940 1950

Swisher Tulia 4,588 7,343 6,528 8,232
Wheeler Wheeler 7,397 15,555 12,411 10,288

Total 171,034 381,243 380,301 498,709

*Source: Recapitulation of census figures



CHAPTER III

"NESTERS" TO FARMERS, 1900-1930

Increase in Population

A definition of the word "nester" by Webster is: "A

settler on a small ranch, especially a squatter without

legal rights; also, sometimes a homesteader." It would be

difficult to state in exact terms then a person ceases to

be a "nester" and becomes a farmer. But the term "nester,"

as applied to the early citizens of the Panhandle, usually

meant a newly arrived, and sometimes insecure farmer. In

the Panhandle as more "nesters" arrived, their numbers in a

sense made them more secure, and the fruits of their labors

proved that the area was a farming as well as a ranching

region. By 1900, the term "farmer" rather than "nester"

began to be applied to those citizens of the Panhandle who

tilled the soil.

The population of the area in 1900 was 30,959. Of this

total only 2,134 lived in cities which by 1930 had over 2,500

population. This leaves 27,925 who were engaged in ranching

and farming. By 1910, the population of the area had grown

120,626; by 1920, to 171,034; and by 1930, to 381,243. Table 3

shows the population of the larger towns and cities of the Pan-

handle at ten year intervals for the period from 1890 to 1950.

49
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In the ten years from 1900 to 1910, the Panhandle showed

an increase of over four hundred per cent--from 30,059 to
120,626. This is the greatest increase in population in any

ten year period. The second decade of this period showed a

twenty-five per cent increase, while the third decade showed

over two hundred per cent increase.

Panhandle Land Rush

Part of the Panhandle's population gains may be accounted

for by the land placed on the market during the first decade

of the twentieth century:

In the early nineteen hundreds a tremendous amount
of land was put on the market in the Panhandle of Texasby the XIT Ranch, the state, and other owners, Compa-
nies organized for the purpose of colonizing the lands
brought great trains of prospective land buyers to the
country in 1904 and 1905. Soon ownership interest in
the Panhandle was scattered over the nation, and large
groups of people, especially from the Midwest, came to
try their hands at farming and stock farming. This de-
velopment brought about great growth for Channing,
Hartley, Dalhart, Amarillo, an many other places
throughout the plains country.

Intense campaigns were carried on by some companies

which were established for the purpose of selling Panhandle

land. For example, W. P. Soash carried on through circulars

such a campaign in Iowa:

Trainloads Going to the Texas Plains'!

WITH SOASH, THE MAN OF THE HOUR!

Riches in the soil, prosperity in the air, progress
every where! An empire in the making' Be master of

1 John L. McCarty, Myerick T The oIy Old
fascosa, p. 253.

haftwomaw , -, - . _ , , , I~, : , I~ i am- - lll
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your own broad axres! Get a farm in Texas while land ischeap--where every man is a landlord'
A tidal wave of eager homeseekers is sweeping downupon the rich, cheap lands of Texas. The exodus fromthe high-priced farming sections of the Mississippi

Valley to this new land of promise gains volume daily,hourly. The public has awakened to the startling factthat this is the

LAST OF CHEAP LANDI2

Land promotion campaigns had their effects. Settlers

came to the Panhandle by the thousands. Most of them set-
tled on farms but some moved into towns.

Most of the towns that were in the Panhandle in 1900

came with the railroads. The Santa Fe built several more

lines into the area after 1900, with the rise of some new

towns, Of importance to the northern part of the Panhandle

are Dalhart and Perryton.

Of the establishing of Dalhart, John McCarty said:

. . . When the Chicago, Rock Island and Gulf Railwaybuilt its line from LiberalKansas, across the northplains of Texas and into New Mexico some twenty milesnorth of the Canadian River, . . . The Rock Islandline intersected the Fort Worth and Denver near thesouthwestern edge of Dallam County, and there immedi-ately sprang into being a town which took its name fromthe letters of Dallam and Hartley counties and came tobe known as Dalhart. It was designated as the divi-sion point and ship center for the Rock Island.Almost from its birth in August, 1 01, it was the
metropolis of the north Panhandle.0

Perryton was established in the year of 1919, when the

Santa Fe Railroad built a line from Shattuck, Oklahoma, to

2
Johnson, 2p. cit., p. 72.

3 McCarty, .QD. ct., p. 252.
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Etta, Texas. The residents of the northeast section of the

Panhandle had long wanted rail transportation. When the

Santa Fe came through Ochiltree County, the residents of the

county seat, Ochiltree, and the residents of Gray, Oklahoma,

picked up their respective towns and moved to the railroad,

thus establishing Perryton.

In the southern portion of the area, the town of Lubbock

was established in 1909 with the coming of its first railroad,

the Santa Fe. Lubbock fast became the chief trade center of

that section of the country. It was chosen the site of Texas

Technological College during the 1920 s.

With the coming of the railroads into the south Panhandle

area, great changes took place. Until about 1910 the region s

chief industry had been ranching. With a method of getting

its products to market, the region rapidly became one of the

chief farming areas in the Panhandle.

From Lubbock, the Santa Fe extended its lines to Coleman.

This was a short-cut for Panhandle products going to the Gulf

Coast for export.

In 1909 there began construction of 203 miles be-
tween Lubbock, the eastern terminus of the P. & S. F.,
and Coleman, the western terminus of the G. 0. & S. F.
This was completed on December 1, 1911. This enabled
the Santa Fe to handle the traffic with 100% system
haul and with the short line to the Texas ports.

Lubbock ranks second in size and importance of towns in

this area. Today, the town is a wholesale distribution center.

0S.G. Reed, A History at _Ahe. a& LrA p. 305.
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Lubbock is one of the chief dairying areas in the state. It

is serviced by five railroads, three air lines, and four

through highways.

Land promoters, selling Panhandle land, had little dif-

ficulty disposing of their sod land during the first ten years

of the twentieth century. Those were "wet" years; the soil

seemed to be able to grow anything.

. . . The period from 1896-1906 still stands as the
wettest and most favorable crop years on record on the
Southern Plains. A great reservoir of moisture was in
the soil, and rainfall from 1906 to 1910 was almost as
plentiful as it had been the previous five years--more
plentiful once or twice. 5

Thousands of hopeful farmers had brought Panhandle land

during the "wet" years from 1900 to 1909. When the dry years

of 1910 and 1911 occurred, these farmers discovered some-

thing that the land promoters had failed to mention--drought.

Vance Johnson reported: "The year of 1910 was the driest

year white man ever had known on the Southern Plains as a

whole.N6 Crops died, pastures turned brown, and water holes

dried up.

Again, in 1911, the Panhandle ?uffered a drought.

The dryest year gn record dryer than 191.Q7 accord-
ing to the EAmarillal weather bureau, established in
1892, was 1911 when the precipitation reached the low
ebb of 11.15 inches; but it was withstood with such
ease and little discomfort tha it was over before one
knew that it had hardly begun.

5Johnson, 2. .... , p. 85.
6
lbid., p. 93.

7 Roscoe Logue, Under Texas Border Sks p. 50.
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It was during this drought of 1911 that kaffir corn, a

grain akin to corn, was introduced into the Panhandle. Its

great stamina and marvelous resistance to drought made it

especially beneficial to this section of the country.

Of the period of time under immediate study, the winter

of 1917-1918 was the most severe. The first blizzard came in

mid-December. Vance Johnson reported: "Thousands of cattle

piled up, dead on pasture fences." 8 Blizzard followed bliz-

zard. Roscoe Logue described the last important one:

The last blizzard of any consequence began in Feb-
ruary, 1918, snow falling to a level of 20-odd inches
and drifting in places to the height of the sheds and
haystacks. Cattle were drifted against fences and into
fence corners, and huddled there till they froze to
death. The temperature was not as severe as usual but
the grass was covered over, and the persistent blasts
of drifting snow made it impossible for anybody to res-
cue them, and they died from unavoidable neglect. The
shivering, hungry bovines that were last to succumb
stacked upon the ones down until they were three deep
for a fourth of a mile in places along the pasture
fences. The hides were given to parties who burned or
buried the carcasses. 9

Another particularly bad winter of this period was

1929-1930. Again cattle were heavy losers, the grass being

covered for weeks at a time. However, there was less loss

that year because stock farmers had begun on a larger scale

to feed their animals to get them through the enters in bet-

ter shape. As tite passed, farmers in the Panhandle learned

to prepare for the severe winters, but the wind and the

weather is still a major consideration for Panhandle farmers.

8 Johnson, . git., p. 122.
9Logue, 9,. 2St., p. 54.

WAIMMI
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Wheat Becomes a Major Crop

A group of Russians, brought to the Panhandle by the

Santa Fe Railroad in the 1880's, had introduced wheat into

the area. The first acreage planted was very small. From

an humble beginning, by the year of 1909 the area harvested

85,751 acres with a total yield of 11,609,3O5 bushels. The

wheat production of 1909 represented only the beginning of

the wheat industry in the Texas Panhandle.

In this area, wheat came into its own with World War I.

The demand for wheat on the world market raised the price.

The result was that a tremendous amount of plains sod was

broken-out and planted to wheat. Insofar as 1914 is the year

in which wheat began to expand, to note the yield per acre

and prices paid would be in order, Johnson stated: . "The av-

erage yield of wheat for the whole area had been twelve bush-

els to the acre. The price had averaged about a dollar a

bushel."10

In 1915, the world produced a bumper wheat crop with the

result of temporarily depressed prices. However, prices rose

again in 1916.

. * But a bad epidemic of black stem rust out heavily
into the American crop in 1916 and prices went soaring
upward again. Farmers on the Southern Plains received
from $.87 to $.99 a bushel at country elevators in Decem-
ber, 1914; in December, 1916, the farm price jumped to
an average of $1.61 a bushel.1

Continued government urging, plus good prices caused even

more wheat to be planted in the Texas Panhandle in 1917, which

1 0Johnson, gp.. 4., p. 140 I1 iI., p. 110.



meant that more prairie land was plowed up. The plowing up

of range land was a continual process during those years. In

fact, the years from 1914 through 1932 have been referred to

as the "great plow-up' years. Each year saw more prairie sod

plowed up and planted to wheat.

Plans for a great liberty wheat harvest for 1919 were an-

nounced on July 31, 1918, by the F ederal government. As a re-

sult of this, in the year of 1919 Texas showed an increase of

487,000 acres of wheat planted, most of it in the Panhandle

plains counties.

With the conclusion of World War I, the United States

took a leading part in the feeding of hungry Europe, with the

result that the demand for wheat continued. Therefore, Pan-

handle farmers planted even more wheat in the fall of 1919.

Early in 1916 in order to persuade farmers to grow more

wheat in the face of falling prices, the government began a

program of guaranteeing wheat prices. This program aided the

farmer in securing a better price for his wheat and at the

same time stored up a back-log of wheat. Speaking of price

support, Vance Johnson gave some prices:

The government's guaranteed price remained in effect.
Farmers on the Southern Plains received an average of12$2.04 a bushel for their grain in the winter of 1918.1,

In comparing the acreage harvested in 1919 with that of

1929, it can be seen that there was a tremendous increase.

12
Ibid., p. 119.
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The figures for 1939 show an even greater increase over

those for 1929. The figures for 1948 show further gain.

Table 4 was constructed to show the gain between the

years of 1909 and 1919, It shows the wheat acreage and

production for each of the thirty-eight counties for those

years.

TABLE 4

WHEAT ACREAGES AND PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES
FOR THE YEARS OF 1909 and 1919*

1909 1919
County

Acres ' Bushels Acres Bushels

Armstrong
Bailey.
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochran
Collings-

worth
Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale,
Hall
Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
King
Lamb

3,112
200

1,140
6,025
2,382

480

390

131
3,787
27,973

396
13,681
2,826

3,900
2,173
1,784

1,923

60

15,185
2,000
4,255

36,187
13,530
3,135

2,717

333
23, 957
33,774

1,545
1,154

82,869
16,578

25,644
9,842
9,369

11,724

225

40,539
20

13,919
79,973
11,137
19,149

9,915
11,435
15,316

181.
9,039

5,377
49,104
87,070
57,954
3,037

32,644
796

9,306

8,399

2,551

593,983
200

222,460
1,277,620

136,150
321,678

129,357
212,853
242,630

3,258
152,103

75,904
962,272

1,461,766
926,167
54,176

476,054
10,277

102,897

139,135

21,177
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TABLE 4--Continwed

1909 1929
County

Acres Bushels Acres Bushels

Lipscomb1 3,884 28,306 30,569 349,181
Lubbock f 1,783 20,531
Moore 170 345 2,733 42,933
Motley .. ,0...0 2,230 40,095
Ochiltree 8,663 80,833 41,742 563,758
Oldham 1,401 9,305 7,099 114,149
Parmer 1,948 7,306 5,370 78,124
Potter 1,789 10,701 16,352 256,170
Randall 5,212 17,766 40,245 603,042
Roberts 1,423 11,212 29,350 545,484
Sherman 2,757 10,936 7,589 112,725
Swisher 4,240 19,158 59,806 791,271
Wheeler 1,631 8,393 11,639 142,973

Total 85,751 498,284 723,368 11282, 553

WaourCe: Agricultuural tatisician, United tates
Department of Agriculture, Austin, Texas

Ochiltree County was the leading wheat producing county

in 1948, with a total production for that year of 4,927,000

bushels, Hansford County was second with a total production

of 4,536,000 bushels. These two counties lie side by side

in the north section of the Panhandle. Flat, unbroken plains

are the prevailing feature of this wheat growing section.

Table 5 gives the wheat acreage and production of the Pan-

handle area by counties for ten year intervals from 1929 to

1948. The acreage and production figures for the table are

taken to the nearest thousand, The total wheat production

for the Panhandle area in 1948 was 37,363,000 bushels. The

total acreage was 3,908,000 areas.
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TABLE 5

WHEAT ACREAGES AND PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES FOR
THE YEARS OF 1929, 1939, AND 1948 TAKEN

TO THE NEAREST THOUSAND*

1929 1939 1948
County - - -

Bushels Acresf Bushels Acres Bushels

Armstrong
Bailey
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochran
Collings-

worth
Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall.
Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
King
Lamb
Lips comb
Lubbock
Moore
Motley
Ochiltree
Oldham
Parmer
Potter
Randall
Roberts

88
7

38
186
142
6

2

34
24

119
3

12
201
118
215
2

153
31
28
4

39

38'
133
14
26

210
60
81
31

160
35

1, 422 66
105 4
470 14

3,292 133
2,380 126

39 11

30 5
6 4

231 27
394 17

1,946 246
19 8

208 9
2,096 100
2, 306 90
2,645 112

18 1
2,761 158

426 27
455 29
48 1

650 50

559 10
1, 894 107

140 4
423 64

2
3, 579 203

996 60
1,371 150

588 25
3,051 142

715 22

392
53
75

949
1,368

62

31
36

240
164

4,037
44

107
867
627
809

7
1, 267

233
281
4

320
2

94
885
33

506
19

1,760
661

1,606
196

I,197
123

132
6

57
175
105
90
1

39
51
60
60

410
23
28

180
131
62
36

324
72
75
1

115
5

11
192
9

180
21

379
109
150
47

178
45

607
33

345
962

1,018
864
2

364
469
369
660

3,813
117
230

1,656
1,179

694
277

4,536
792
818
16

1,173
35

119
1,939

125
1,710

90
4,297

654
825
273
890
433
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TABLE 5--Aontinu2d

1929 1939 1948

County
Acres Bushels Acres Bushels Acres Bushels

Sherman 105 1,497 135 1,649 227 2,951
Swisher 192 2,092 115 935 107 1,027
Wheeler 8 123 11 811 35 371

Total 2,548 139,785 j2,289 21,720j 3,908 37,365

*Source: Agricultural Statistician, United States
Department of Agriculture, Austin, Texas

In 1929, Carson County was the largest wheat producing

county in the Panhandle. Over three million bushels were

produced in that year. By 1939, Deaf Smith County was pro-

ducing the largest wheat crop with a production of four

million bushels. Ochiltree County surpassed both Carson and

Deaf Smith counties in wheat production in 1948 by producing

more than four million bushels. Total wheat acreage was

highest in 1948.

The introduction of modern machines into the Panhandle

can account for part of the increase in wheat acreage. With

the high prices received for wheat, farmers were able to buy

tractors, combines, and other labor saving machinery as it

was made available to them. A trickle of combines began flow-

ing into the Texas Panhandle in 1919, The combine, more than

any other single piece of machinery, cut the cost of wheat

production, thus leaving the farmer more profit,
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Invasion of Cotton

Modern farm machinery came to the aid of the cotton

farmers during the 1920's the same way it had aided wheat

earlier. The development of an all-purpose farm tractor

with two, three, and four row attachments for plowing, plant-

ing, and cultivating row crops brought about a big invasion

of cotton on the Texas South Plains. In the Panhandle area

large cotton farms became as common in the southern part as

wheat farms were in the northern part.

Vance Johnson gave some figures on cotton production

during the 1920's;

*0 . Acreage in cotton increased in a dozen or so
counties by 256,600 acres in the first half of the twen-
ties, and another 323,500 acres between 1925 and 1930
In Hockley County, cotton acreage increased from 87
acres in 1919 to 95,145 acres in 1929--more than 1,000
per cent. In Cochran County--which like Hockley, saw
the breaking up of large cattle ranches during the lat-
ter part of the war--the acreage jumped from nothing to5,321. Lubbock County increased its acreage nearly 600
per cent.13

Table 6 shows that ten times more cotton was produced in

1926 than in 1916. The Texas Almanac, 1950, stated that the

year of 1926 was the peak year in cotton production for all

of Texas. 1 4 A decline may be noted by comparing the 311,757

bales of cotton produced in the area in 1936, with the 692,691

bales produced by the same counties in 1926. The figures for

1946 show further declines.

13 Ih;Ld. , P. 146.

14ptC1461"Texas Cotton Crop, " Tea Almanac, l9_Q0,, p. 215.
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TABLE 6

COTTON PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES FOR
SELECTED YEARS*

Bales Ginned

County
1906 1916 1926 1936 1946

Bailey . .. 1,879 16,502 2,650
Briscoe 243 ... 16,044 2,731 ..*.
Castro *.. ... ... 2,445 .0.
Childress 5,940 13, 530 48,680 8,183 7,505
Cochran I .... 5,760 1,023
Collings-
worth 4,653 10,620 52,947 10,762 16,9Q8

Cottle 3,010 12,646 45,996 45,972 9,131
Crosby ... ... 74,087 22,702 19,758
Dickens 1,696 7,337 39,047 9,804 13,419
Donley .. . 4,035 25,551 9,370 6,858
Floyd ... ... 42, 801 11,137 16,668
Gray ... ... 7,445 1,754 ...
Hale 47,505 19,069 21,689
Hall 11,807 20,911 69,738 18,453 23,235
Hockley ... . . 28,500 37,768 20,256
King .. .b. 7,055 1,901 1,829
Lamb ... .*. 39,312 47,120 28,411
Lubbock ...1 72,101 58,670 53,800
Motley 2,215.26,354 7,271 4,213
Parmer . .. ... .. 4,888
Swisher .000

Weeler ,.39,23 8,495 6,303

Total 30,709 69,079 692,691 311,757 247,656

? rV I eUC. -vouuon Croctueion, uy ounuies, elected
Years, 1906-1948," T Almanac, 195Q
pp. 217-20.

Although cotton and wheat had become important crops,

some farsighted individuals realized that some of the sec-

tions of the Panhandle were good for nothing except ranching.

Much of the land in the extreme western part of the area is
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too dry to raise field crops successfully. The cattle indus-

try in the twentieth century is different from that of the

nineteenth in many respects. Fences, windmills, winter feed-

ing, and better breeding have given the industry a scientific

touch. The whitefaced Herefords have replaced the lanky

Longhorns.

Breeders' associations have done much to improve the

cattle industry. Many ranchers of the area became members

of the Texas Hereford Association, and the Texas and South-

western Cattle Raisers Association, Inc. In addition, in

1907, a Panhandle Hereford Breeders Association was formed

to which many Panhandle ranchers contributed,

The initial show was started in 1907 when a group ofthirteen men assembled in the Amarillo Hotel to form an
association of Hereford breeders. It took a few yearsafter that first meeting to get things rolling. Officers
were elected in 1910, memberships of $2 per year were
taken, and plans were made. From 1910 to 1919 the springsales were held whenever and wherever possible and in1916, under the leadership of Judge 0. H. Nelson, the
members raised $500 premium money and moved the auction
to the Fair Grounds. The next year $1,000 in premium
money was put up but unfortunately the money wasn't
claimed, and that was the last show sponsored by the
Panhandle State Fair. The present day Municipal Audi-
torium is a result of the Association's work and plans
are now 19427 in the making for a larger structure.15

Petroleum Industry

The most important single item affecting the economics

of the Panhandle area during the years of this period was

15 "Panhandle Hereford Breeders Association Gets Its
Start Away Back in 1907," West T Today, XXVII (February,
1947), 11.
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the tapping of the oil and gas resources located there. In

the years of 1904-1905 a geologist, Charles N. Gould, had

mapped the region in a search for underground water. Gould

found signs which he believed indicated the presence of oil,

and recommended the drilling of test wells. This test was

completed by the Amarillo Oil Company in their Masterson No. I

well, December 9, 1918. "The well produced as gas, but there

was a heavy showing of oil which foreshadowed the Panhandle

oil field of the early 19201s,#16

C. A. Warner gave a picture of the early development of

the Panhandle field:

Additional incentive to enter and develop the Pan-
handle field was provided on May 5, 1921, by the com-
pletion of Gulf Production Company No. 2, S. B. Bur-
nett as an oil well, This test, located in Section
106 1 & G N Block 5, in Carson County, had encountered
some oil on April 15, 1921, and it was completed for
an initial production of approximately 190 barrels per
day from a total depth of 3,052 feet as the first oil
well in the field. Because of lack of transportation
and storage facilities, the well was closed in after
it had produced about 1,000 by pumping. It was opened
up again in February, 1922, and pumped at rate of ap-
proximately 200 barrels oer day for a week or two before
it was again closed in.1

Additional tests followed which proved that both gas and

oil were present in the Panhandle, but development was slow

because of the lack of storage and transportation for the prod-

ucts.

Without a means of getting them to market, the new dis-

coveries of oil and gas in the Panhandle were without benefit,

16
Samuel Tait, _The Wildca r, p. 130.

17C. A. Warner, Texas Oil and Gas Since 1543, p. 258.
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The first efforts toward securing these facilities

came in December, 1922, when the Mission Oil Company of

Kansas City contracted to lay a gas line from the field in

Carson County to Amarillo, in Potter County. The following

year additional gas lines were laid to other nearby areas.

In 1925 the first lines from the Panhandle to the states of

Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma were started. The Panhandle

gas field has proved to be the greatest in the world.

Storage for oil was first undertaken in 1923, by C. C.

Silk, with the completion of a 55,000 barrel storage tank on

the S. B. Burnett lease in Carson County. The first pipe

line for oil was laid on 1924, when a line from the field in

Carson County to Amarillo was completed. By 1927, lines with

a daily capacity of 85,000 barrels had been completed.

As the Panhandle oil and gas field was being developed

several by-products were produced. For example, from natural

gas came natural gasoline and carbon black. After analysis

of the Panhandle natural gas, it was discovered that the gas

from Potter County contained helium, This was a significant

discovery because of the scarcity of that particular gas.

Before this discovery was made the only known reserves were

located near Petrolia, Texas, and Dexter, Kansas. The United

States Government immediately became interested in helium in

Potter County and established a processing plant there near

Amarillo,
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It became apparent in 1927 that the natural gas
reserves at Petrolia were nearly exhausted, and the
Federal Government therefore acquired 20,000 acres
covering what is known as the Cliffside gas field in
Potter County. Approximately 30,000 acres more were
afterward acquired in order to cover the entire struc-
ture, which is estimated to have a total reserve of
approximately 1,000,000,000,000 cubic feet of recover-
able natural gas with an average recover of 1.8 cubic
feet of helium per 1,000 cubic feet of gas. The plant
erected near Amarillo for the extraction of helium
from the natural gas cost approximately #2,000,000 andwas put into operation in April, 1929. . . The pro-
duction from this plant from April, 1929, to June, 1937,
amounted to approximately 78,160,205 cubic feet of
helium. . . ,The total cost of operations of the gas
properties during that period was $908,120.73, and
213 149.17 was received from the sale of the residue

gas,18

Today, the helium produced in Potter County also has

commercial value, and although the plant is government owned

and operated, it costs the taxpayers nothing.19

The carbon black industry entered the Panhandle in 1926,

when the Western Carbon Company commenced operations on Sep-

tember 7, at its plant in the central part of Section 127,

I & N Block 5, Carson County., The product was made by burn-

ing residue gas from casinghead gasoline plants in Carson

and Hutchinson counties.

The carbon black branch of the petroleum industry has

kept pace with the remainder of the oil business. In 1946,

there were twenty-three plants producing more than half of

the nation's output. Table 7 gives the names and locations

of these plants,

18,bid.p. 274.
19The Ama4lo SundaQFb 

1 9 p
.TheAmarllo unda _ge_-Alobe, February 19, 1950, p. 22.
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TABLE 7

CARBON BLACK PLANTS*

Location Name of Company

Lefors (Gray County).. . . Better Blacks
Kingt's Mill (Gray County) . . . . Cabot Carbon Co.
Pampa (Gray County) . W*. . . Cabot Carbon Co.
Skellytown (Carson County): . . . Cabot Carbon Co.
Stinnett (Hutchinson County). . . Cabot Carbon Co.
Amarillo (Potter County). . . . . Canadian River Gas Co.
Lefors (Gray County). . . . . . . Carbon Blacks, Inc.
Pampa (Gray County) . . . . . . . Carbon Blacks, Inc.
Pampa (Gray County) ..... . . Coltexo Corp.
Borger (Hutchinson County). . . . Columbia Carbon Co.
King's Mill (Gray County) . . . * Columbia Carbon Co.
Pampa (Gray County) . . . . . . . Columbia Carbon Co.
Sunray (Moore County. . . . . . . Columbia Carbon Co.
Sunray (Moore County) . . . . . . Columbia Phillips Carbon Co.
Sunray (Moore County)..... . Continental Carbon Co.
Sunray (Moore County)..... . Crown Carbon Co.
Pampa (Gray County) . . . . . . . General Atlas Carbon Co.
Amarillo (Potter County). . . . . Great Lakes Carbon Co.
Borger (Hutchinson County). . . . Huber, J. M. Corp.
Lefors (Gray County). . . . . . . Mann Carbon Co.
Sunray (Moore County) . . . Moore County Carbon Co.
Borger (Hutchinson County). . . . Panhandle Carbon Co.
Lefors (Gray County). . # . . Peerless Carbon Black Plant

*Source: J. G. McGuire, "Geographical Distribution of
some Basic Texas Industries," (1946)

Gray County is the leading carbon black county of the

Panhandle. There are nine plants operating there. The two

leading companies are the Cabot Carbon Company and the

Columbia Carbon Company with four plants each. The plants

are scattered through five counties of the Panhandle.

In 1946, the Panhandle had six operating refineries with

a total capacity for crude oil of 76,900 barrels, with a

cracking capacity of 109,200 barrels. Table 8 shows the names,

locations and capacities of these refineries.
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TABLE 8

PANHANDLE OPERATING REFINERIES*

Location Name of Company Crude oil Cracking
cap. bbl cap. bbl,

Levelland Consumers Cooperative
Refy. Assn. 5,400 2,700

Pampa Danciger Oil & Ref. Co. 7,000 3,500

Shamrock Payward Ref. Co. 7,000

Borger Phillips Pet. Co. 44,000 95,000

Sunray Shamrock Oil & Gas Corp. 6,000 4,000

Amarillo Texas Co., The 7,500 4,000

Total 76,900 109,200

ource: J. G. McGuirej, Qff(eographisca1 isiblu~--
tion of some Basic Texas Industries,"
(1946)

Six counties, Carson, Gray, Hutchinson, Moore, Potter,

and Wheeler, constitute the oil and gas region in the Texas

Panhandle. Of these counties, Gray has produced more oil

than any other with a total of 282,494,013 barrels from

1925, the year of discovery, to 1949. Potter County has pro-

duced the least with a total of 44,073. Potter County's

oil reserve was exhausted during the early 1930's. Total

production for all six counties to January 1, 1949, was

614,152,970 barrels. Table 9 gives the production of these

counties.
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TABLE 9

GROSS PRODUCTION OF OIL TO 1949*

County Year of Total Production
Discovery to Jan, 1, 1949

Carson 1921 67,494,013Gray 1925 282,604,955
Hutchinson 1923 227,883,905Moore 1926 6,281,433Potter , 1925 44,073
Wheeler 1921 29,844,591

Total Production 614,152,970
ource: "oil Production, By Counties," Texas

Almanac, 1950, p. 275,

In 1917, the legislature gave the Railroad Commission

the authority to regulate the petroleum industry, But it

was not until the East Texas field came in that this authority

made itself felt in the Panhandle field. Petroleum operators

in the Panhandle field had practiced self-imposed proration

as early as 1929, in Gray County,

. . .State-wide proration became effective byAugust 14, 1930, order of the Railroad Commission and,
although it was attacked in thg courts almost immediately,
has continued since that time. '

One of the most beneficial laws passed by the state

legislature for the preservation of the oil and gas reserves

was House Bill 266, in 1935. Its purposes were to stop the

waste of gas and oil, to lower production--and thus increase

the price, and to control Texas' major natural resource.

2 0 Warner, p. .fij._, p. 264.

wm -1 - , , .1 - ,, - 1 j$,"W , 1, - - wm
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In 1921, when the Panhandle oil field was brought in,

the average annual price of crude oil was $1.53 per barrel,

The price dropped to 51% in 1931, its lowest point. Since

1940, the crude oil prices have gradually risen until the

price for 1949 was $2.58. Table 10 shows the price fluc-

tuation for crude oil from 1921 to 1949.

TABLE 10

PRICE OF CRUDE OIL*

Year Price
(per bbl.)

1921 . .
1922 . .
1923 . .
1924 . .

1925 . .
1926 . .
1927 . .
1928 . .
1929 . .
1930 . .
1931 . .
1932 . . . .
1933 . .
1934 . . . .
1935 . .
1936 . .
1937 . .
1938 . .
1939 . .
1940 . .
1941 . . . .
1942 . . .
1943 . . .
1944 . . .
1945 . . .
1946 . . .
1947 . . . ..
1948 . . .
1949

*Source:
19..5 , p.*278.0

. . . . . . $1.53
. .1.59

. . . . 1.48
. . ..... .1.52
. . . . . . . . . . . .81

S. . . . . . . . 1.85
0 . 1 .....4 ...95

. . . . . . . . . . . . .92

. a . . . . . . . . . . 1.09

. . . . . . . . . * . . 1.16

.* . . . . . . . . . . .51

. . . . . . . . . . . . .99
.* . . . . . . . . 1.00

.. 3 . . .2

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2

. . . . . . . 1,21

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.41

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.95
.. . . . . . . . . .63

2.58
"Crude Oil Price." Texas Almanac,
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Many oil companies have helped to develop the petroleum

industry in the area. Phillips Petroleum is an example of

one of the major companies. The Amarillo Sunday News-4lobe

said of this company:

It would be hard to estimate the total industrial
investment of the Phillips Petroleum Company in the
Panhandle of Texas. But since 1925 it has been con-
stant and has reached enormous figures.

It includes lease bonuses, lease rentals, oil pro-
duction costs, a 50,000 barrel daily capacity refinery,
many additions to this plant, many natural gasoline
plants, carbon black plants, natural gas plants and its
own perfected plant to convert crude oil into carbon
black, a huge butadiene plant, a styrene plant, chemi-
cal plants, labor investment, retail marketing invest-
ments, pipe-lines, plants for the manufacture of liquid
petroleum gases, butane and pr pane, and hundreds of
other incidental investments.2

Today, oil companies in the Panhandle are looking for

new reserves of oil. The Amarillo und re-

ported that in January, 1950, eighty-three new wells were

located, and that in February there were ninety-seven, add-

ing: "This is the fastest pace set by this field since the

first year of discovery." 22

Oil discoveries gave rise to a number of new towns in

the Panhandle. Phillips, Pampa, Dumas, Sunray, and Borger

were oil boom towns. Of the establishment of these towns,

that of Borger was the most spectacular.

A. P. Borger, a townsite promoter of Tulsa, Okla-
homa, secured a tract of 240 acres and founded Borger

21 The Amarillo undayNew-Alobe, February 19, 1950,
p. 12.

22ibid., February 26, 1950, p. 24.
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(sometimes called "Little Oklahoma") in February 1926.
One visitor described it as "a wild, 'rootin-tootin,'
Isnortin,' 'hell-raisin,' place," one of the most noto-
rious Texas oil-boom towns. Its two-mile-long street
was lined on either side with helter-skelter buildings--
a "Betty Jane" Hotel, "Murphy's Dance Hall, " a "Dewdrop
Inn," a "Stagg Billards and Pool" hall, one- and two-
story rooming houses, ugly hot-dog stands and chili "par-
lors," barber shops, "entertainment dumps," drugstores,
a bank, hardware stores, and groceries--all like the set-
ting of Dawson's Klondike gold-rush days. But by the
close of the year Borger had a population of between
10,000 and 20,000. The near-by oil field's development
brought thousands of workmen with their families, and in
addition, there were thousands who came, ready to engage
in any enterprise, legal or illegal. The result was
that Texas Rangers finally took charge and brought orde 6 3out of chaos much as they had done at Ranger and Mexia.

Today, Borger has passed its "growing pains" and is one

of the important oil towns in the region. Borger has a popu-

lation of 17,949 in 1950.

With wheat becoming the chief farm crop, with the oil

and gas reserves being developed, the Panhandle of 1930 only

slightly resembled that of 1900. The Panhandle of 1930 was

well on Its way to prosperity and economic security.

The population of the area was 30,059 in 1900. As com-

pared with the 381,243 population figure of 1930, the area

showed over a thousand per cent increase in the thirty year

period. "Nesters" had become farmers, oilmen, cattlemen, and

businessmen. With the rise of new industries, the Panhandle

was able to absorb the great influx of people who came during

those years.

2 Carl C. Rister, Oil' Titan of the Southwest, p. 278.



CHAPTER IV

FARMERS TO "DUST EATERS," 1930-1940

The population of the thirty-eight counties of the

Texas Panhandle and upper plains was 381,243 in 1930. Of

this number, 127,932 lived in cities that had a population

of 2,500 or more. Comparing the 1920 with the 1930 census

figures, a slight increase may be seen in the ratio of city

dwellers over rural population. Because of the adverse con-

ditions affecting farming during the 1930's, this ratio be-

came more unbalanced. In the ten years under immediate

study, the urban population increased while the rural popu-

lation decreased slightly. The area as a whole decreased

942 during the ten years of this period.

Economic conditions in the Panhandle of Texas were

worse during the 1930's than in any other period of its en-

tire history.1 This area felt the full effect of the de-

pression then gripping the entire country. In addition, the

dry years of the 1930's produced the infamous "dust storms."

Between the depression and the dust storms, business, in-

dustry, farming, ranching, and all other phases of economic

enterprise suffered.

1Statement by Carl Ellis, President of the First Na-
tional Bank, Perryton, Texas, personal interview.
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Discouraging Years of 1931-1937

The weather is something that man is always talking

about but never does anything about it. Climatic conditions

have affected man's economic endeavors since the beginning

of time. What causes rain in one place and not in another?

Meteorologists have answered part of that question. Yet,

there is no universally accepted theory as to what caused

the severe drought on the Great Plains during the 1930's.

Ivan Tannehill sets forth the following possibility:

* . The Pacific Ocean is the largest body of water
in the world. It dominates our hemisphere, lying to
the west, and southwest of the United States. #.0
Also we know that the prevailing atmospheric circula-
tion in our latitudes is from west to east, from the
Pacific toward the United States.

Let us look again at the fifty-nine years of
weather records, giving special attention to the
Pacific high pressure area. A national dry year goes
by, and we see that the Pacific high is more expanded
than usual. In almost every national dry year, the
Pacific high pressure area is expanded. It occurs too
often to be a mere coincidence; surely we should be
suspicious,

But the wet winds that bring rain to the Great
Plains come from the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico.
Perhaps the Pacific Ocean exerts some mysterious con-
trol over the winds. Cold winds from Canada are nec-
essary to cause rains on the Great Plains; perhaps
the Pacific exerts control by way of these Canadian
winds. . . . Is th Pacific Ocean a monster lurking in
our own back yard?

In some respects, in the dry thirties the Panhandle wheat

farmers were comparable to children--living on hope and faith.

Farmers hoped that it would rain, and had faith that the land

would again produce when moisture came.

2Ivan Tannehill, Droht s. Causes and Effects, p. 76.
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The year of 1931 was a good one for the production of

wheat. Rain and snow were heavy during the winter, with

several showers in the spring. By the first of May, wheat

was shoulder high on the Panhandle Plains and heavily loaded

with grain. Yields of fifty bushels to the acre were common.

Twenty Texas counties harvested 60,000,000 bushels--the

greatest crop before or since.

Panhandle wheat farmers began to suffer during the sum-

mer of 1931; Hard times hit with a thud:

. . . Number one hard wheat brought fifty cents abushel at Amarillo June 10; but when the torrent ofwheat began pouring on the market, the price began tosag. The bottom dropped out in July and on August 1wheat at Amarillo sold for twenty-two cents, Sixdays later it was down to twenty cents. Nowhere inthe Southern Plains could a farmer find buyer whowould offer more than twenty-five cents.,

In 1932, wheat farmers felt that they had to make a

larger crop to make up for their losses on the previous year.

The winter was mild and wet with wheat looking good. But by

March, trouble began to develop in many sections, -First, a

late hard freeze, then violent hail storms left the fields

beaten, twisted masses of stalks without grain. As if this

were not enough, an invasion of cutworms occurred in the

late spring. Then came drought. Most farmers never even

put a combine in the field that year. The wheat that was

harvested did not pay expenses, the price being around

thirty cents.

3VVance Johnson, Heaven' s Tabjeland, p. 150.
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The United States export prices affected the economic

situation in the Panhandle. With the world business break-

down, which began in the United States with the stock mar-

ket crash of October, 1929, the export situation became

rapidly worse, Prices of all raw materials, including foods

under pressure of supplies of low-cost countries, fell rap-

idly from 1930 to 1932. Of interest to this area, in the

summer of 1932 cotton sold at $25 a bale, or five cents a

pound, and wheat for thirty-five cents.4

. . . The situation had been made much worse by the
general advance in duties on agricultural products by
most of the consuming countries. Italy, Germany,
France, and now England, by quotas, embargoes, and al-
most prohibitive duties, endeavored to stimulate domes-
tic agriculture and to lessen their dependence on out-
side sources of supply. They have been measurably suc-
cessful, and in consequence, they increased still fur-
ther the world surplus.

Seed wheat had again been planted in the dust in the

fall of 1933 for the 1934 crop. The area had not had suffi-

cient moisture for growing purposes since the spring of

1932. The story of the harvest of 1934 was about the same

as that of the previous year. Vance Johnson reported: "Dal-

lam County, Texas, cut wheat on only 3,000 out of 109,000

acres which had been seeded.1"6

4Edward Mead and Bernhard Ostrolenk, Voluntary Allot-
ment, p, 47.

5Ibid., p. 48.

6 Johnson, _p. ci_t., p. 169.
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The first of the large dust storms came in April and

May, 1934. In the fall of 1933 farmers had planted their

seed wheat in the dust. The winter passed with practically

no rain or snow. Wheat was thin and stunted, the topsoil

like powder, because the country had been dry for a year and

a half.

February and March brought strong winds and much dust.

April 14, 1934, was the day on which the first major dust

storm came. Beginning in Kansas and spreading south, dust

enveloped the entire Southern Plains.

The second severe dust storm came about a month later

on May 10. Vance Johnson thus describes it:

The whole countryside seemed to churn up at once.
The wind had a different action than it had had on
April 14. Instead of rolling up a big, black cloud,
it stirred a light brown pall of dust which rose from
a thousand feet to fifteen thousand feet and obscured
the sun from the rim of the plains in Texas all the
way across the Dakotas.7

Beginning in 1934, dust storms followed close on the

heels of each other. They became so common that the inhab-

itants of the region lost count of them. Only the worst

of them held a place in their memory.

During these dry years of the 1930's every wind was

destructive and the wind blew almost every day. The dry

weather had ruined the wheat crops, leaving nothing to hold

the dry powdery soil. The weather bureau at Amarillo

7 Johnson, 2... .act.., p. 158.
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reported dust severe enough to limit visibility to less than

a mile on more than thirty consecutive days after March 1,

1935,

The Amarillo weather bureau classified the dust storms

as three distinctive types: 1) Those that roared in on high

northwest winds, usually "black dusters," which lasted ten

hours or more. They frequently covered 240,000 square miles

and had an average ceiling of about 75,000 feet. 2) The hard

and straight blows out of the southwest, less spectacular,

but larger and often more severe than the black dusters.

They sometimes covered as much as 270,000 square miles and

had a ceiling of 10,000 feet. 3) The severe local storms,

which were the most frequent and which usually covered an

area of 50 to 100 miles. These were usually of short dura-

tion with an average ceiling of 1,000 to 5,000 feet.

The price that farmers received for the wheat that was

harvested in 1934 was better than the year before. Because

of the almost complete crop failure, the price climbed to

about seventy cents per bushel in July,

Row crops planted late in the spring did somewhat bet-

ter in parts of the Panhandle, but in spots they failed to

come up. In some areas those row crops that came up were

stunted and soon burned under the hot sun and dry winds.

Wheat planted in the fall of 1934 did only slightly

better than that of the year previous. A little rain had



fallen, but not enough. When harvest time came in 1935,

most of the wheat was not worth the expense of combining.

Some wheat that was harvested was so thin that farmers had

to make ingenious adjustments on their machines to keep all

of it from being spewed back on the ground. "Nearly four

million acres were abandoned in the Texas and Oklahoma Pan-

handle .118

With three crop failures, conditions in the Panhandle

were steadily growing worse. Farmers had borrowed until

their credit ran out. The situation grew critical:

The situation long ago had passed the stage where
individual farmers, or even counties or states, could
handle it. In some sections social facilities were
breaking down; schools and postal routes and business
enterprises were closing. Tax delinquency was mount-
ing and municipalities were hard pressed to keep up
essential functions.9

Many families in the Panhandle were on the verge of

starvation. Some left the area to try to make a living

elsewhere. Many farm families moved in with relatives in

town, or went there in search of work after their crops

failed and their credit ran out. However, many farmers

stuck it out. Relief--direct, W. P. A., and P. W. A.--was

of great benefit to many of these, As many as eighty per

cent of the farmers in some counties on the Southern Plains

were on relief. "A survey in March, 1935 revealed that

from an eighth to two-fifths of the farm families in the

Ibid., p. 187. 9Ibid.,1 p. 190.
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Texas Panhandle . . . were dependent on relief of one kind

or another."1 10

Many of those farmers not receiving benefits from re-

lief, received aid from the Federal government's Agricultural

Adjustment Act. The AAA was one of the first measures taken

by Franklin D. Roosevelt after he became president in 1933.

Twelve days after the new administration took of-
fice, President Roosevelt transmitted the draft of a
new bill. . . . This soon passed the House, but was
held up and modified in the Senate; after adjustment
in conference and repassag by both houses, it was
finally signed on May 12 Ll93,7. Thus the Agricultural
Adjustment Act came into existence.11

An interview of a cross section of farmers in Dallam

County in 1934 showed just how much the AAA was helping the

Panhandle:

** . The average income of farmers in the wheat grow-
ing section that year was $719--$28 from crops, $277
from sales of livestock (most of them to the government
during t drought-slaughter program), and $414 from
the AAA.I*

Joseph Davis maintained that the AAA helped the wheat

farmers in ways other than economical:

Beyond any doubt, the receipt of benefit payments
greatly improved the spirit of every community into
which they flowed in any considerable amount, and crys-
tallized sentiment strongly in favor of the wheat pro-
gram and the Administration in general. In this respect
they were , in our opinion, more influential than a

10 Ibd., p. 190.

11 Joseph Davis, Wheat and the AAA, p. 36.

1 2 Johnson, pp. Pci.t. p. 190.
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corresponding enhancement of wheat sales returns would
have been. This result was the more pronounced, how-
ever, because wheat prices also were materially higher
than in 1932-33. This attitude was strengthened when,
largely as a result 013 another short crop, wheat prices
rose further in 1934,

In aiding the farmers of the nation, the government did

not stop with the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. In

1936, the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act was

passed. This act benefited large numbers of Panhandle farm-

ers. However, by 1937, the Supreme Court had nullified many

of the provisions of the AAA of 1933.14 In 1938, a second

Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed, containing many of

the provisions of the act by that name of 1933, plus addi-

tional benefits. Panhandle farmers received their share of

benefits afforded by these acts.

The Road Back

President Roosevelt in 1936 sent a committee composed of

Morris L. Cooke and L. C. Gray to the Texas Panhandle, to see

what could be done to ease the situation in that section of

the so-called "Dust Bowl." In the report that this committee

submitted to the President, they recommended three major

lines of action for aiding the area--federal, state, and local.

Early in 1937 the federal, state, and local govern-

mental agencies set about reclaiming the region. Problems

13 Davis, 9r. a3S., p. 166.

14Donald Blaisdell, Ggvernmen and Agxiculture, p. 40.
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of prime importance were: 1) Keeping additional land from

blowing, 2) leveling the sand dunes that the wind erosion

had caused, and 3) raising the price for what wheat the

farmer was able to produce.

The problem of keeping additional land from blowing

was attacked first. Farmers plowed their fields criss-

cross to the wind to prevent further blowing and to try to

catch any soil that might be drifting.15 Many began set-

ting out rows of trees, to act as "protectors" for the soil

from the wind. Soil conservation practices as advocated

and directed by the Soil Conservation Service were put into

effect by many farmers. Thousands of acres of blown-away

wheat land were turned back to pasture and resodded with

native grasses. In some sections, virgin grassland that

had never known a plow suffered along with the wheat fields.

Farmers began resodding their wind-eroded pastures and plow-

ing contour furrows to hold the water when it rained.

The heart of the "Dust Bowl" centered in the area of

southeastern Colorado, southwestern Kansas, the western

Oklahoma Panhandle, the northwestern Texas Panhandle, and

northeastern New Mexico. Dallam County was the worst hit

of any county of the Texas Panhandle. The dunes of Dallam

County have thus been described:

. . . In 1936, more than 2,000 acres northwest of
Dalhart were covered with dunes. In one 470-acre

15 Statement by C. E. Hearn, Ochiltree County wheat farmer,
personal interview.
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field 57 were counted. The largest was 800 yards
long and 36 feet high; they averaged 113 feet in
width. With each wind, they shifted spread, grew
higher, and smothered out new land.lb

The problem of helping the farmers level the sand

dunes on their farms was next attacked. Tractors, graders,

and bulldozers moved into the hummocked fields, and fence-

row sand drifts which clogged roads in many counties in the

area. The soil was leveled and then deep furrows plowed in

an effort to keep it that way. Farmers crossed their fin-

gers and hoped that rain would come before another severe

dust storm. Progress was slow, but when moisture came in

1937 and 1938 most fields were ready to farm again.

To protect the wheat farmers from another complete loss,

Congress, in 1937, added a wheat insurance provision to the

Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, To protect further the

wheat farmer and to insure the nation of a sufficient supply

of wheat, Congress, in 1938, passed a wheat price support

measure. This bill guaranteed 90% of parity to those farmers

who would register for the program in advance of the planting

season. 1 7

The Rains Came

With the aid of direct relief, W. P. A., P. W. A., and

AAA payments, most farmers were able to struggle through the

1 6 Johnson, _p. ft., p. 244,
17Statement by Alton Bell, Manager of Farmers Equity Ele-

vators, Perryton, Texas.
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dry years of the middle thirties. Beginning in 1937, two

factors brought new life to many farms: increased AAA bene-

fits, and moisture, The AAA payments made it possible for

many farmers to plant a crop in that and in the following

year. Materially speaking, the AAA did more to help the

farmers through the drought than any other single factor,

Except in a psychological manner, the benefits from the

moisture were not felt until the harvest.

AAA payments were received for various activities by

Panhandle farmers in the conservation of their land. Summer

fallow of wheat land, construction of terraces for which

necessary outlets and waterways are provided, controlling

competing weeds in pastures by mowing, control of bindweeds,

contour plowing, plowing to stop winds, were only a few of

those activities for which the farmers received payment. Ap-

plication for payments for these practices were made in ad-

vance of work in order that local AAA offices could set aside

funds for the payment, and give the farmer specifications and

rates.

Moisture gave relief to the region in 1937, when early

in March, the Panhandle received soaking rains. A few days

later snow, sleet, and rain added more moisture.

* . . Crops were revived and the sensitive wheat mar-
ket in Chicago dropped 2 1/8 cents a bushel on "pros-
ects" of a bigger crop. Farmers were reported as
taking a more optimistic view, "- Q

18Johnson, g03. .g~ji, , p. 215,
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More wheat was harvested in the summer of 1937 than in

any year since 1932. The price for 1937 wheat at harvest

tite was around a dollar per bushel.

The spring and summer of 1938 saw even more moisture

than had the same period in 1937. In scattered sections,

hundreds of farmers who had not bothered to plant a 1937

wheat crop, harvested their first wheat since 1932. Less

dust blew in 1938 than in the previous year--the soil con-

servation practices were beginning to have effect.

"Definite progress" was being made, as the Soil
Conservation Service had said..,.,. The dust had beenbad, in the spring--real bad. But it was not quite asbad as last year and the year before that. Farmers
were tying down the dust even before the rains came.19

In the Panhandle the year of 1938 was the turning point

for wheat farmers. The needed moisture was present and the

price of wheat was fairly good. Farmers expressed a new

confidence, paid off some of their debts, and planted a

wheat crop for harvest in the summer of 1939.

In the face of these improved conditions moisturee
and higher prices, a strange thing happened in the fallof 1938. The acreage seeded to wheat on the Southern
Plains decreased by nearly two million acres. Every
single "wet year" since the begi ping of settlement, the
wheat acreage had been expanded.c

The results of the Soil Conservation Service and the cam-

paign it was carrying on showed further progress by 1939:

. 0 . By June of 1939, farmers over the Southern Plainshad organized nineteen soil-conservation districts.
and plantings of grain sorghum increased by more than

19 20.Ibjd. , p. 257.Ibd
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two and a half million acres, The SCS was swamped withrequests for technical assistance from farmers outsideits demonstration areas; a "distinct advance" was madein reorganizing farm units too small for profitableoperation, and six thousand ares of wind-eroded pastureland were reseeded to grass.

The year of 1938 was a fairly good one for wheat farmers,
because of the abundance of rainfall, But the rain brought a
new menace--grasshoppers

In July, the grasshoppers sprouted wings and beganto fly, They moved faster and became more dangerous,Texas called out the National Guard. The Federal govern-ment shipped in tons of poison but nothing seemed to domuch good. . , . but 5rmers harvested crops despite thegrasshopper invasion.

Rainfall was not as general over the area in 1939 as it
had been the previous year. Yet the drought conditions of
the middle thirties did not return, as evidenced by the
amount of wheat produced that year--20,907,000 bushels. How-
ever, again the price dropped--to an average of about sixty

cents per bushel.

Cattle and Other Industries

One of the risk elements was removed from the cattle

industry with the advent of the cattle auctions. By the lat-
ter part of the 1930's, auctions had sprang up in many of the
county seats of the area, A cattleman could take his stock
to an auction with the assurance that if he did not think the
price offered fair, he could take his cattle back home.

21_ p, 258. 221Ikit. p. 2 30
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One of the greatest aids to the cattle industry has

been the breeders' associations and sales.

. . . Breeders auctions in the past few years havebeen a terrific shot in the arm to the industry, withwidespread sales and healthy competition kicking
prices up to unprecedented levels, and with he spreadof good bloodline herds all over the nation. 3

All types of farming suffered during the 1930' s. Wheat
was given the main consideration because it was the main

money crop. But cotton, grain sorghums, and all others suf-

fered in proportion.

The Panhandle area is predominately a rural one. The
towns and cities in the region are f or the use and benefit
of the ranchers and farmers located in their vicinity. When

farmers suffered, the towns which served them suffered also.

More manufacturing, which since then has been established

(Chapter V, following), would have helped to ease this situa-

tion to some extent.

The petroleum industry did not suffer directly from the

dust storms during the 1930's. However, since people in the
region were unable to buy their products, the oil companies

suffered indirectly. Lack of buyers, low prices caused by

overproduction, and the depression were the industry's chief

obstacles,

From a population of 381,243 in 1930, the area decreased
a total of 942 in the ten years from 1930 to 1940. The rural

23
Nordyke, gp. _9.j p. 141.
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areas decreased even more than the cities and towns, be-

cause, as pointed out earlier, many people left their farms

and moved into town. The total urban population increased

from 127,932 in 1930 to 153,159 in 1940, or a total of 25,227.

A long list of changes were brought about during the

1930's in the Panhandle area. Farming became more diversi-

fied, conservation was practiced, and people determined

that they would never again be caught so unprepared as they

had been during the 1930's.

The 1930's also brought about a change in the thinking

of the inhabitants of the Panhandle. Man began to realize

that Nature had placed just so much top-soil upon the land,

and that he must hold it there. For his needs, and those of

posterity, the Panhandle man began conserving the soil--Na-

turds m'ost valuable gift.

Table 11 gives an indication of the trend of prices

paid for wheat over all the Panhandle area, 1931-1950. Prices

were the lowest in 1931-32. In 1933, from a low of 37t on

March 30, the price of wheat had risen to 88% by July 6. In

1934, the price was fairly steady at around 70%. By 1936,

the price had made considerable gain, only to fall again in

1938. Beginning in 1943, a steady upward trend is noted,

reaching its highest peak in 1947 with $2.81 per bushel. Two

price quotations per year were given in order to give as near

a representative picture as possible.
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TABLE 11

PRICE OF WHEAT FOR SELECTED
DATES, 1931-1950*

Year Date Price Year Date Price

1931 July 9 $ .35 1941 Jan. 5 * .75
July 23 .31 June 10 .88

1932 Feb. 25 .36 1942 Jan. 1 1*06
Aug. 4 .31 Aug. 6 .93

1933 March 30 .88 1943 June 17 1*18
July 6 .37 Aug. 18 1.22

1934 Jan. 18 .69 1944 Jan, 6 1.45
July 12 .74 June 1 1.47

1935 Aug,,15 .94 1945 July 19 1.44
Oct. 3 1.20 Dec. 13 1.51

1936 April 30 .93 1946 June 13 1.69
July 30 1.04 Nov. 13 1.93

1937 July 22 1.06 1947 July 17 2.09
Nov. 18 .80 Dec. 11 2.81

1938 May 12 .67 1948 Aug. 17 1.90
June 9 .60 Nov. 18 2.12

1939 March 9 .'59 1949 July 14 1.81
Aug. 17 .53 Nov. 18 2.12

1940 March 7 .83 1950 March 18 2.01
July 10 .59 jJune 15 1.88

wbource: Ochiltree COun i x herald, Stewart Printing
Co., Perryton, Texas. Prices quoted are
those paid at Perryton, but prices at
other points at the same time varied with
these only two or three cents, according
to the distance they were from the larger
markets.



CHAPTER V

"DUST EATERS" TO BUSINESSLEN, 1940-1950

Prosperous Decade

The population of the thirty-eight counties in the Texas

Panhandle and upper plains was 380,301 in 1940. According to

unofficial reports from the 1950 census takers, the popula-

tion has increased to 498,709 during the ten year period un-

der immediate study. This is an increase of approximately

thirty-one per cent for the area. The number of people liv-

ing in cities, which by 1940 had 2,500 or more population,

in 1940 was 153,159, as compared with 254,290 living in the

urban areas in 1950. This is an approximate increase of

seventy-eight per cent of city dwellers during the ten year

period,

Generally speaking, the 1940's were as good as the

1930's were bad in the Texas Panhandle. An abundance of

moisture, plus good prices for wheat, cotton, cattle, and

petroleum produced a prosperity unparalleled in the history

of the region. During the 1940's the farmers were repaid

for their despair of the dry 1930's.

Success in Farming

By 1944, the Panhandle's two major crops were wheat

and grain sorghum. In that year these two commodities had
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a total acreage of 5,983,899, and produced 69,949,668 bushels

of wheat and 51,959,231 bushels of grain sorghums. Table 12

shows the Panhandle crop acreage and production of grain and

wheat by counties for 1944.

TABLE 12

PANHANDLE CROP PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES,
1944, TWO MAJOR CROPS*

Sorghums Harvested Wheat Threshed or
for grain Combined

County
Acres Bushels Acres Bushels

Armstrong
Bailey
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochran
Collings-
worth
Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall
Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
King
Lamb
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Moore

13,752
168,101
21,920
14,681

117,449
39,034

103,825

93,107
51,356

120,757
134,325
66,767
40,900
39,878
99,080
19,969

186,605
55,014
16,049
70, 161
16,560

190,104
3,780
2,159

240,574
5,470

208,143
10,370

332, 493
S4,071,344

463,056
299,933

2,474,983
482, 363

1,903,256

1,243,011
773,016

1,909,667
2 425,920
1,103,975

559,185
635,690

2,160,597
292,535

5,117,523
831,053
447,624

1,178,391
333,208

3,827,482
72,711
39,209

5,614,123
87,030

4,462,905
176,480

92,141
4,630

57,352
185, 487
192,890
37,162

600

20,946
17,789
48,110
42,108

365,975
11,704
15,281

146,837
97,824
104,385

9,192
274,945
64,975
50,241

o965
80,177
1,612

21, 444
119,090

9,568
115,764

1,766,952
70,161

894, 3
3,806,369
3,999,230

530, 424
9,666

266,781
234,749
545,946
560,018

4,740,079
105,983
209,855

1,560,577
1,830,297
1,467,110

109,607
6,769,452
1,076,755
892,101
16,010

1,864,971
23, 526

375,517
2,404, 404

110,798
2,801,636
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TABLE 12--Continued

Sorghums Harvested Wheat Threshed or
for Grain Combined

County
Acres Bushels Acres Bushels

Motley 28,449 435,035 7,424 72,748
Ochiltree 12,702 345,997 303,980 8,302,012Oldham 7,810 156,715 88,671 2,049,808
Parmer 146,779 2,919,001 206,249 4,180,690
Potter 1,453 42,250 53,155 1,555,253
Randall 31,358 624,498 165,666 3,677,088
Roberts 2,5 85 50,405 37,178 117,636
Sherman 25,323 597,495 146,574 3,381,590
Swisher 79,319 2,267,839 198,880 3,266,533
Wheeler 81, 411 1,183,992 19,851 301,953

Totals 2,567,977 51,959,231 3,416,822 69,949,668

Source: "CropProduction, by Counties~,"Texas
Alma , IQLQ. pp. 237-239.

Though the decade of the 1940's was generally bright

for the wheat farmer, it did not begin well. A drought

struck in the area in the spring of 1940. Precipitation

for the first ten months of 1940 over many of the counties

in the Panhandle was less than four inches during the grow-

ing season. Row crops failed to mature, Complete crop

failures were common. However, conditions were spotty, with

some counties harvesting practically nothing, while others

had fairly good crops.

The year of 1941 was a boom one for wheat farmers. Al-

though seed wheat had been planted in dry ground the fall

before, rain, sleet, and snow brought the necessary moisture
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during the winter and spring. The price of wheat in 1941

was around eighty cents.

The wheat picture during the years of 1941 through 1949

is about the same. Wheat sold for a dollar per bushel in

October, 1941,

. . ..and the price kept right on going-up, By thetime postwar famine relief once more was challengingthe generosity of America, it would be above twodollars a ushel. Good weather and war once more
coincided.

After nine good years, wheat farmers in 1950 were re-

minded of the dry 1930's, The winter of 1949-50 passed with

practically no snow or rain. The spring was equally dry with

wheat stunted and drying up. Early in March, an army of

green bugs invaded wheat fields in the Panhandle, Rain came

about the middle of May, too late to help most regions. How-

ever, some wheat was harvested. -In one instance in the nor-

thern part of the Panhandle wheat averaged about eight

bushels to the acre. The selling price at harvest time was

about $1,90 per bushel.

One of the measures taken by the Federal government dur-

ing the late 1930's to help wheat farmers was the price sup-

port program, This program was used by farmers from 1938

through 1941. War demand from 1942 to 1946 kept the price

of wheat high without any help from the government, and the

price support loan was not used. However, beginning again

1 Vance Johnson, Heaven' s Tableland, p. 274,
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in 1947, many farmers took advantage of the price guaranteed

by the government. If a farmer "signed-up" for this pro-

gram, he could plant only a specified amount of land to

wheat. When harvest time came, the farmer could sell his

wheat to the government or hold it in storage until the
regular market price went up to a point higher than what the

government was paying.

Although not all the farmers in any given county were

signed-up f or the government's price support loan, the pro-

gram benefited all wheat growers. Individual farmers were

able to sell their wheat at a good price--thus benefitting

indirectly from the program. Before the days of price sup-

port, most farmers had had to sell their wheat as soon as it

was harvested, either because of lack of storage, or to meet

current expenses. This practice resulted in a flooded mar-

ket and low prices at harvest time. Through the use of ad-

ditional storage by individual farmers, and government price

support, the price of wheat has been fairly steady at a high

level since 1947.

With better wheat prices, land values increased. Table 13

shows that the value of taxable property, both rural and urban
in the Texas Panhandle, as reported to the State Comptroller

for the year ending August 31, 1948, was *476,830,382.00o The
valuable wheat land in the area makes up a large part of this

total.
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TABLE 13

ASSESSED VALUATION BY COUNTIES
AUGUST 31, 1948*

County Assessed Value

Armstrong . . . . . . . . . . . $ 4,228,762
Bailey. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,084,110
Briscoeoe. .. 4,422,373
Carson . .,.,., 19,038,807
Castro * 4 . , . . . . . . .. 6,889,235
Childress - . 10,309,535
Cochran * 

. . . ... . . . . 21,191,095

Collingsworth . a a . a . . a . 6,845,551
Cottle . a . . . . a . . a a . 6,651,020
Crosby . . . . 6,598,986
Dallam * . . * a a . a . . a . 7,333,009
Deaf Smith , . . a . . . a a . 10,124,561
Dickens - . . a .* a . . . . . 5,872,438
Donley . . * a . . .. . . . . 6,014,650
Floyd . a a a . a a a . . a . . 10,046,598
Gray . - a - . . a . a . . . . 30,030,343
Hale . a a a . a a a a . a a 16,387,303
Hall * * , a a a a a . a . . . 8,636,973
Hansford a a . 7,172,111
Hartley . . a . a a a a a 5,753,464
Hemphill a a a a a a . a a a a 6,353,800
Hockley . .. a.. a. 40,312,140
Hutchinson . a . a a a a a . . 31,535,695
King . a P 

..a .a a . 4,143,313
Lamb . a a a a a a a a a a a a 11,367,412
Lipscomb . . a a a a a a . . 6,864,190
Lubbock. - a a . a a a a a a . 47,031,162
Moore .. 14,572,145
Motley a a a a a a a a a a a a 5,626,731
Ochiltree . a a a a a a a a a a 6,959,642
Oldham -- 0a.a. . ... 4,858,351
Parmer - aaaaa0,*, 6,229,916
Potter . a a a a a a a 54,565,380
Randall . a a a a a a a a a a 8,997,750
Roberts - a * a a a . a .. .. 4,161,987
Sherman - a a a a a a a a a a a 8,023,550
Swisher a a a a a a a a a a a . 7,189,029
Wheeler......... .10,470,265

Total . a a a a a a a a a .$476,830,382
*Source: "Assessed Valuation and Tax

Rate, by Counties," Texas Almana, 195Q,
p. 395.
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According to the table, Potter County is the leading

Panhandle County in value--$54, 565,380, Lubbook County

is second with assessed valuation amounting to $4,143,313.

Most of the area of King County is devoted to ranching.

Table 14 shows that in 1940 there were 29,042 farms in

the Texas Panhandle and upper plains area, with a total land

area of 23,491,840 acres. This is an approximate average of

602.3 acres per farm, with a total value of $354,465,383.

TABLE 14

PANHANDLE FARMS, AREA IN COUNTY, AVERAGE
SIZE OF FARL8, AND VALUE OF FARMS*

County

Armstrong
Bailey
Bri sooe
Carson
Castro
Childress 
0 ochran
Collings-

worth
C bottle
Crosby
Dallam
D eaf Smith
Dickens
D onley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall
Hansford

I I

No. of
Farms

April 1,
1940

408
820
516
493
703
904
4311

1, 358
700

1,288
473
8541
920
877

1,317
663

1,628
1,118
335

Appr oximate
Land Area

Acres,
1940

581,760
532,480
567,680
575, 360
560,640
448,640
500,480

57 5113 60
576,640
583,040
956,160
964,480
595, 200
581,760
635,320
599,680
626,560;
573, 440
580,480

Average
Size of

Farms, Acres
1940

1, 986. 5
551.6
672.9

1,195. 5
695.8
505.0

1,104.0

371.9
642.1
351.1

1,720.9
1,093.6

348.2
597.3
377.0
828.0
374.2
338.8

1, 502.8

Value of
Farms (Land
and Buildings)

Dollar a
1940

* 8,958,491
7, 949,641
6,015,696

11,383,705
10,373,351
7,352,242
6,137,835

9,138,784
7, 303, 240
12,185,070
5,242,785

14,507,226
6,550,510
7,995,135

13,971,774
9,945,416
18,197,861
8,589,159
7,736,311
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TABLE 14--Continued

No. of Value of
Farms Approximate Average Farms (Land

County a 3Land Area Size of and Bldgs.)
April 1, Acres, Farms, Acres Dollars

1940 1940 1940 1940

Hartley 207 952,960 3,701.6 4,353,280
Hemphill 349 581,760 1,518.0 6,155,206
Hockley 1,506 577,920 331.7 14,297,438
Hut chinson 183 565,760 2,142.4 4,396,604
King 110 604,160 4,515.3 13,720,546
Lamb 2,167 654,080 285.3 20,508,490
Lipscomb 479 597,760 1,218.8 7,276,134
Lubbock 2,119 570,880 240:2 1-22,494,411
Moore 178 583,680 1,738.7 3,638,808
Motley 590 647,040 1,299.2 j 8,010,518
Ochiltree 528 579,200 1,043.6 10,657,579
Oldham 177 938,240 6,721.7 17,785,918
Parmer 915 549,760 547.2 10,207,758
Potter 302 576,640 2,193.9 6,026,569
Randall 660 586,240 859.0 12,339,520
Roberts 154 570,880 4,077.2 5,447,617
Sherman 311 584,960 1,782.7 6,752,145
Swisher 1, 035 568,320 544.0 12,241,625
Wheeler 1,256 586,240 445.3 8,620,485

Total 29,042 23,491,840 Av. 602.3 354,465,383
I .= I -- ----j23491-..840' -- 0 ~jj! I--165I, - 383.

*Sources "Texas Farms; Acreages, Croplands, Woodlands,
Irrigation," Texas Almanac, 1946, pp. 183-186.

"Texas Farm Values, Ownership and Tenancy, by
Counties," Texas Almanac, 194.6, pp. 186-188.

Table 14 shows that the two counties having the largest

value of farm land and buildings in 1940 were Lubbock and

Lamb counties. The value of the farm land and buildings in

each of these counties exceeds twenty million dollars. These

counties also have the smallest average size farms. The

largest average size farms are found in Oldham County.
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Table 15 shows that in 1939 there were 33,o93 acres of

woodltid in the area, 9,787,039 acres of land used for crops,

other land (mostly ranching), 6,961,871 acres, with 198,986

acres under Irrigation.

TABLE 15

W OODLAND, LAND USED FOR
CTH ER LAND, IRRIGATED

CROPS, ALL
CROPLAND

Armstrong
Bailey
Bri ccoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochrwn
Coll ins-

worth
Co ottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall
Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
King
Lamb
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Moore

Wood-
land,

Acres,
1939

82
320

659
880

3,902

2,536
836
335
300

1,226
122
549

7,293
3,726

252
802
256
.0.0

1,134
1,066

* #
566
438
358
430
.0..

Land Used for
Crops (harv.
and failure)

1939

136,483
,202, 384
127,278
214,188
234,325
145,406
337,893

186,363
135,016
132, 138
165,570
363,317
128,776
123,669
266,656
150,319
385,957
167,761
197,384
116,414
80,067

290,086
76,071
'r, 662

363,003
159,148
365,036
121,018

All Other
Land,

Acres
1939

583,921
109,522
106,698
213,152
66,281

217,342
108,015

167,622
282,404
154,511
200,195
255,298
141,679
310,721

58,607
246,696

62,464
'143,941
126,140
475,886
431,218
133,865
247,418
467,458
74,533
363,604

58,010
122,785

Irrigated
Cropland
Harvested

Acres, 1939

578
5,487
1,092

16,703
*...

69

.00

1,211
336

27,066
87
11

36,507
21

44,201

95

45
2,88

16
.00

15,480
...

13,704
31

IV" I MOA W "0

44wp '04". '4!fJolod Wjj , 164 *dM4,



TABLE 15--9ninued

Wood- Land Used for All Other Irrigated
County land, rops (Harv. Land Cropland

Acres, and Failure) Acres Harvested
1939 1939 1939 Acres, 1939

Motley 855 91,491 650,724
Ochiltree ... 261,652 161,095
Oldham 40 93,522 1,040,516 146
Parmer 183 290,643 50,625 780
Potter ... 47,194 561,159 433
Randall 645 235,075 143,916 2,151
Roberts ,.. 42,864 572,385 75
Sherman ... 189,527 65,091 53
Swisher 284 288,162 83,355 30,313
Wheeler 3,318 177,739 277,729 . ..

Total 33,293 6,961,871 9,787,729 198,986

KSource:$exas Farms; Acreages, Croplands, Woodlands,
Irrigation," T &jg Aa , 1946, pp. 183-186.

Because of the shallow water wells drilled on the upper

plains region, irrigation increased greatly in that area

during the years from 1940 to 1950. For example, six coun-

ties, Lubbock, Hale, Floyd, Hockley, Swisher, and Randall,

increased their acreages of irrigated land from 129,164 in

1940 to 1,245,200 by 1950. In recent years, as a result of

irrigation, Lubbock County has become one of the leading

cotton producing counties, leading the state in both 1947

and 1948, with production of 180,935 and 126,413 bales,

respectively.

More farmers in the Panhandle live in nearby towns or

cities today than in nnst parts of the state of Texas. Ac-

cording to Carl Ellis, "Farmers move to town during the



,good' years, and back to their farms in 'bIad' ones.1 3Ellis

further stated that in the years of 1925 and 1926, farmers

began moving into town; in the disastrous years of 1933 and

1934, these sam farmers moved back to their fame; while

again In the years of 1941 and 1942, they moved back to town

These migrating farmers are mostly wheat farmers, whose occu-

pation requires only a few months each year. They sometimes

engage In other enterprises during the remainder of the year

in town.

Like many parts of Texas farther south, the Panhandle

is primarily a one-crop area. The economic set-up of most

of the area is dependent upon wheat. According to the Texas-

Oklahoma Wheat Improvement Association, the types of wheat

grown in the Texas Panhandle are: Comanche, Westar, Triumph,

Wichita, and Red Chief. 4 In 1948, the total number of acres

from which wheat was harvested was 3,493,100 with a total

production of 33,882,000 bushels. However, there are sec-

tions in the area where cotton, or cattle are the chief

items. Businessmen and government experts on the scene urge

farmers to try more diversified farming, but thus far there

have not been enough results.

Statement by Carl Ellis, President of the First National
Bank, Perryton, Texas, personal interview.

4
Texas-Oklahoma Wheat Improvement Association, Circular,

Modern Wheat Mean 4ore Mony to u, 1949.

101
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Modern Cattle Industry

During the late 1930's, many farmers began to look to

cattle to make up for their losses in field crops.

While no accurate figures were available, it ap-
peared that farmers were placing more reliance on live-
stock than they had before the drought 21930'7. A
survey of more than a thousand cattlemen (including
some general farmers) conducted by the Amarillo DAily
News indicated that one in twelve were fattening at
least a few cattle. . . .5

Breeder sales, auctions, and cattle associations have

helped the cattle industry, as previously stated. In some

sections of the Panhandle area, cattle remain as important

as wheat does in others.

Of the operations of the cattle industry today, Lewis

Nordyke states:

Though the day of the big ranch is passing and the
country being broken up into smaller units of ownership,
the operation of a single cattle outfit may still range
across the length and breadth of West Texas. Wherever
the ranch headquarters is located there is the likeli-
hood that its calf crop will be transported, following
the rains, to an entirely different section of the coun-
try for summer grazing, and then shifted again onto the
Panhandle wheat fields to be finished out as top beef
for the fall market. Like modern cavalry, the cattle
move today on wheels.6

Although no figures are available for 1950, the 1940

census gave the following information about livestock indus-

tries for the year of 1939: horses and colts, 63,264; all

cattle and calves, 337,763; cows kept for milk, 130,287;

5
Johnson, oR. cit., p. 269.

6Lewis Nordyke, Cattle Empire, 139.
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milk produced, 57,476,475 gallons; and hogs and pigs,

162,382. Table 16 gives a breakdown by counties of the

livestock industries in the Panhandle in 1939.

TABLE 16

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRIES BY
COUNTIES, 1939*

Horses & All Cat- Cows Milk Pro- Hogs and

County Colts tle & Kept duced Pigs
(over Calves for (Gals.) (over 4
3 Mo. (over Milk Mo.)

3 Mo. )

Armstrong
Bailey
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochran
Collings-
worth

Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
.Hall

Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
King
Lamb
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Moore
Motley

1,768
1,579
1,300

679
1,591
2,020

920

3,870
1,933
1,244
1,079
1,349
1,988
2,333
2,337
1,723
2,923
2,208

469
1,068
1,450
1,837

679
751

3,476
904

2,504
759

2,386

39,443
13,250
13,042
26,450
16,371
13,797
13,456

16,839
15,974
13,518
23,789
34,140
10,851
30,956
17,586
24,544
19,746
11,722
17,906
22,965
34,313
14,546
13,415
14,893
21,446
28,122
23,112
9,331

38,487

2,171
3,564
2,243
2,126
3,992
3,828
1,815

4,814
2,436
5,274
1,751
3,154
3,493
4,041
6,701
2,670
9,773
3,782

918,
860'

2,243
5,774

765
424

7,993
3,125
I, 005

788
2,052

801,113
1,652,209

978,953
782,875

1,865,718
1,735,567

818,125

1,918,833
925,512

2,286,033
633,950

1,379,071
1,168,709
1,794,467
2,811,726
1,066,517
4,398,489
1,778,809

336,200
322,261
798,031

2,765,396
377,301
119,0681

3,994,175
1,211,005
5,485,351

291,898
905,928

1,446
6,682
1,970
2,425
6,359
2,377
2,750

8,823
2,280
9,642
1,987
6,325
3,339
4,931
7,536
2,380

12,379
3,950
1,066
1,541
1,829
7,191

575
737

12,389
1,605

11,821
789

3,949
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TABLE 16--C ontinued

-0 IN 0 ON0 -_ o *

Horses & All Cat- oMilk Pro- foge &
Colts tle & duced Pigs

County (over Calves Ket (Gals.) (over 4
3 Mo.)4 over for#)Mo)) Milk

Ochiltree 3,476 21,446 40,030 774,859 1,793
0ldham 1,705 60,064 896 251,897 835
Panmer 1,820 19,810 5,277 3, 463,037 7,504
Potter 802 24, 930 1,489 762,097 1,619
Randall 1,168 25,587 5,039 2,505,290 3,599
Roberts 930130,684 1 492 193,441 423
Sherman 1,129 21,044 890 392,8341 2,224
Swisder f1,449 20, 712 4,929 2,423,972j 5,874
Wheeler 4,432 22,789 5,670 2,305,758 ,428

+ , 7,7 , 7 4I,4%Igl
Total 63,v264 37763 -30t 287 57$476 4751638

"Texas ixvestocw and LIVeStOW2 rroau cts,
Texas Almanao, 1946, pp. 218-221.

Most of the large ranches in the Panhandle have been

broken up and sold to farmers or to small ranchers. However,

the Matador Ranch, south and southwest of Childress, is an

exception to this. Founded in 1882, the Matador Ranch is

still in operation, producing a high quality beef cow, and is

one of the leaders in the cattle industry in that section of

the state.

Panhandle Industry

Amarillo is the center of trade and industry in the Pan-

handle area. According to Texas, A guide to the Lone Star

State*

Cotton seed and clay products, foundry items, bootS,
and saddles are a few of its industrial products. The

wbource :
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U. S. Helium plant processes a large percentage of the
world's available supply of this gas. Agricultural
products such as wheat, oats, barley, and rye are mar-
keted over a wide area. Grain elevators handle millions
of bushels of wheat each season. Zinc smelting and re-
fining are important local industries.2

Amarillo has the necessary transportation facilities to

handle these and other industries. The city is serviced by

three railroads (Panhandle and Santa Fe; Chicago, Rock Island

and Gulf; and, Fort Worth and Denver), six bus lines (Bowen

Motor Coaches, Panhandle Trailways, Southwestern Greyhound

Lines, Lee Way Stages, New Mexico Transportation Company,

Inc., and the South Plains Coaches), and three air lines

(Transcontinental and Westerh Air, Inc., Braniff Airways,

Inc., and Pioneer Air Lines).

Although Amarillo is the leading industrial center of

the area, progress is being made along that line by other

cities. Pottery, poultry, dairying, canvas making (for com-

bines), and petroleum have helped numerous towns and cities

to become less dependent upon the farmers in their regions

for their economic welfare,

1anufacturing has increased greatly in the Panhandle

area in recent years. In 1939, there were 308 manufactur-

ing establishments, employing 4,162 workers. Eight years

later in 1947 these figures had increased to 375 establish-

ments, employing 7,793 workers.

7 xas, A Quide tQ e . Lne =Z tr tate, p. 160.
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TABLE 17

MANUFACTURING BY COUNTIES
1939 AND 1 9 4 7 a

County

Armstrong
Bailey
Briscoe
Care on
Castro
Childress
Cochran
C0 o1lings-.
worth

Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall
Hansford
Hemphill
Wlookley
Hut chins on
Lamb
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Moore
Motley
Ochiltree
Parmer
Potter
Randall
Roberts
Swisher
Wheeler

T otal
aSource:

T exas Alian
ithhel

______ 19

S0. j No.
at. Pro.

10

1210

10
.. e

3
4
3
6
6
3
6
4

20
18

6
4
4
5

24
7
1

60
9

6
. .

69

6

308

C.

*0*

e.g.

63
.. *

11
12

27
28

.g

16
14

378
153

53
11

142
23

1,142
80

707
237

15

955
17

78

4,162

59

Value
of lan.
1000' a)

252

30
61

154
127

49

2,095
795

19

5,596
247

...

2,356
1,753

62
..

3,876

212

$17,684

No.
E t.

4
4
2

10

5
6
2

11
9

6
5

20
18

6
3
5
4

30
11

78
8
3
8

90
4

375

1947

No.,
Pro.

Workers

45
25

7
94

mgg

26
17

89
86

13
41

519
328
74
26
43
97

2, 493
92

.. g

1,092
651

9
34

1,850
29

3,4

70793

Value
of Man.

(1000's)

150
94

20
568

134
155
. . 0
774
738

59

5, 900
3,303

79
128

69,171
210
gee

8,558
7, 436

42
224

14,985

. C

311

$114)43
Mnufacturing," 1947 and 1939,, By C otles,

ac, 1950, pp. 302-305.
d to avoid disclosin f igurea on IrividualOppa itr

* khlle 4*W*4w:f--Mww*W

t I . : - 1 .1, OWAULOW -a.WWAMW
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The value of manufacturing had increased from

$17,684,000. in 1939 to $113,043,000. in 1947. A large

percentage of this increase in manufacturing is in the

petroleum industry, but other industries are increasing

also. In actual money brought in, petroleum development

has progressed far ahead of any other industry. But in

the area are found gypsum, sand and gravel, solium sulphate,

caliche, and many other resources that are in various

stages of development.

An aid to the further development and industrializa-

tion of the entire Panhandle area would be the proposed

Canadian River Dam, to be located just north of Amarillo.

The promoters of this project are trying to secure the

passage of the necessary legislation by congress. This

had not been done by July 1, 1950. If the proposed dam

is erected, it will furnish water for commercial use, ir-

rigation, and other uses, in addition to being a recreation

spot.

There were 83 banks in the Panhandle December 31, 1948,

with total resources amounting to $454,053,000. Potter

County led the Panhandle area in total resources in its

banks, with a total of $140,420,000. Total amount on de-

posit at the end of 1948 amounted to $433,862,000., with

Potter County again taking the lead with $100,415,000. Two

of the Panhandle counties, Hartley and King, did not have

banks.
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TABLE 18

BANK RESOURCES AND DEPOSITS BY COUNTIES,
DECEMBER 31, 1948*

Number Total Resources Total Deposits
County of (Thousands of (Thousands of

Banks Dollars) Dollars)

Armstrong
Bailey
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Childress
Cochran
Collings-
worth

Cottle
Crosby
Dallam
Deaf Smith
Dickens
Donley
Floyd
Gray
Hale
Hall
Hansford
Hemphill
Hockley
Hutchinson
Lamb
Lipscomb
Lubbock
Moore
Motley
Ochiltree
Oldham
Parmer
Potter
Randall
Roberts
Sherman

$ 1,722
4,910
2,685
8,910
2,277

10,005
2,836

6,949
5,011
8,045

10,455
8,285
4,273
6,649
7,749

19,893
24,941
9,112
7,868
4,258

11,202
12,052
15,392
5,887

97,949
5,280
3,148

11,149
1,252
4,357

104,410
3,889
1,516
5,186

$ 1,659
4,743
2,490
8,537
2,147
9,558
2,700

6,463
4,785
7,657
10,024
7,890
4,053
6,267
7,384

18,885
23,755
8,556
7,549
4,052

10,770
11,516
14,679
5,570

93,909
5,029
3,011

10,766
1,113
4,135

1OQ,415
3,736
1,426
4,862

I

I
I
2
3
I
2
I

4
I
3
2
2
I
4
2
3
5
4
2
I
3
2
5
4
5
I
I
2
I
2

3
I
I
I
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TABLE l8--0ontjnued

NumberTotal Resources Total Deposits
County Ofe (Thousands of j (Thousands or

Banks Dollars) Dollars)

Swisher 2 * 7,069 $ 6,660
Wheeler 4 7,482 7,111

T otal 83 $ 454,053 $ 433,862

source,"Bank Resources and Deposits by counties,
TMra Almanac, j Q, pp. 319-320.

Conclusion

Stanley Vestal stated that the history of the Texas

Panhandle could be expressed in five phrases:

The Arrow,
The branding iron,
The plow,
The oil derrick
The adding machine. 8

These five phrases correspond roughly with those used

for chapter titles in the present study. The seventy-five

years covered in this study saw many rapid changes, as is

evidenced by comparing the meanings of the words "arrow"

with "adding machine," or "buffalo hunters" with "business-

men. "

The thirty-eight counties of the Texas Panhandle and

upper plains have grown from a population of 1,942 in 1880

to 498,709 in 1950. During this period, the area has under-

Stanley Vestal, Short ra mount p. 10.

WNW* so wow"
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gone five definite changes. Each of these changes has been

dealt with in a chapter by itself,

The Panhandle area has a bright future, But certain

precautions are necessary to safeguard that future: 1) Con-

servation of soil, 2) Conservation of water, 3) more diver-

sified farming, 4) further development of natural resources,

and 5) more industrialization.

Of these precautions, the two most important are the

conservation of soil and water. Man would die of thirst

from lack of water, and of hunger from lack of soil. This

almost happened once. Therefore, the paramount problem to

be considered in looking to the future of the Panhandle

area is that of taking care of the land in such a manner as

to insure enough moisture for it to produce, and to keep

from blowing. The phrase, as expressed in the marriage

ceremony, "what God hath joined together, let no man put

asunder," should be applied to the topsoil in the Texas Pan-

handle and the land upon which it is located.
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